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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The purpose of this research was to characterize a photon counting cadmium zinc
telluride (CZT) detector for medical x-ray imaging and spectroscopy purposes. The overall aim
was to characterize CZT detector properties and to develop modifications and correction
methods to address the limiting factors, making the detector clinically viable.
Methods: Hole trapping issues were investigated through simulation and experiments with a
large area single pixel CZT detector under three different irradiation geometries: edge-on,
surface-on, and tilted angle irradiation. Characteristic x-ray escape was simulated using Monte
Carlo methods and compared to measurements with a small pixel CZT imaging detector.
Monoenergetic sources were measured with the small pixel CZT imaging detector to investigate
energy blurring. Spectroscopy measurements were made both with and without hole trapping
and characteristic escape corrections, and compared.
Results: Tilted angle geometry improved the energy resolution compared to surface-on
irradiation; peak-to-total ratios increased from 38% to 83% at 10º tilt for 122 keV. An increase
was also seen for 59 keV, from 73% to 97% at 10º; simulation confirmed that tailing is a minor
concern below 60 keV, even for surface-on irradiation. Characteristic x-ray escape simulations
showed that side escape was less for strip pixels compared to square pixels (47% vs. 66% at 110
keV for 0.1 mm pixel width). Back escape increased from 27% for surface-on irradiation to 51%
for 10º irradiation at 30 keV. For spectroscopy, modifications in detector geometry and electric
field, as well as escape corrections, reduced the integral deviation between measured and true
120 kVp spectrum to 19% compared to 47% for operation without modification or correction.
Conclusions: We showed that a CZT detector for diagnostic x-ray spectroscopy is clinically
feasible, requiring simple modifications to current technology. However, the energy resolution
of small pixel CZT imaging detectors requires substantial improvement to achieve clinical
utility; several avenues of development are available to drive a CZT imaging detector towards its
desired performance level. With these developments, advanced imaging systems using tiltedangle strip geometry, e.g., for photon-counting breast imaging, are likely to become feasible for
routine clinical use.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Medical imaging with x-rays is one of the most common methods of diagnosing and
monitoring disease. It has existed since the first x-ray of a human hand was made by Roentgen
in 1895 [1]. Much is known about x-rays, and imaging methods have been optimized to produce
high quality imaging systems that create useful images for all sorts of conditions, including heart
disorders, cancer, and broken bones.
With the advances in computing and electronic devices available today, even more can be
done to efficiently use all information available in an x-ray imaging system. The detector
investigated in this study, cadmium zinc telluride (CZT), has the ability to count each x-ray
photon separately as well as to measure the energy of each photon. The photon counting,
energy-resolving capability of the CZT detector makes more efficient use of available
information. It can lead to lower patient dose and shorter scan times for images that exhibit more
quantitative information and equal or better quality than is currently available [2, 3].
Although CZT detectors are the current state of the art for room temperature photon
counting x-ray detectors [4] there are several factors that weaken the performance of these
detectors. These factors include hole trapping, characteristic x-ray escape, and charge diffusion.
This research investigated methods to reduce the effects of hole trapping and characteristic x-ray
escape. These corrections were then applied to a single pixel CZT detector used for x-ray
spectroscopy in the diagnostic energy range to test their effectiveness. With the methods used in
this study a clinically applicable CZT detector is feasible in the near future with superior image
quality capability compared to conventional detectors. Even more immediate is the availability
of a CZT detector for accurate and reliable x-ray spectroscopy that can be performed in the clinic
with a compact, room temperature device.
This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 gives a brief overview of the
principles of medical x-ray and CT (computed tomography) imaging. It describes current
clinical detection systems and the need for improvement in these systems. The photon counting
CZT detector is presented along with an explanation of why it is potentially superior to
conventional detectors.
The next two chapters describe limitations of the CZT detector and efforts in the present
research to account for and correct these limitations. In particular, Chapter 2 describes hole
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trapping in the detector, and simulations and experiments done in an effort to reduce its effect by
manipulation of irradiation geometry. Chapter 3 considers characteristic x-ray escape in the
detector and its effect on energy and spatial resolution. Correction methods for characteristic xray escape were developed to apply to measured x-ray spectra.
Chapter 4 describes an experimental imaging system with a multi-pixel CZT detector.
Sample images are shown that indicate the possibilities of photon counting spectral CT imaging
with a room temperature CZT detector. The limitations of the detector are reviewed, and the
need for future research to make the CZT detector clinically applicable is discussed.
Finally, Chapter 5 describes spectroscopy of diagnostic x-rays done with a CZT detector.
Corrections for hole trapping and characteristic x-ray escape were done and the corrected spectra
were compared to spectra simulated with a program called SpekCalc [5].

1.1 Principles of Medical X-ray Imaging
The most basic structure of a medical imaging system consists of an energy source, an
object (patient) that interacts with the output of the source, and a detector that records the results
of that interaction [1, 6-8]. Energy sources vary depending on the imaging modality. Nonionizing radiation systems include magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which uses RF frequency
in a magnetic field, and ultrasound imaging, which uses sound waves. Many other imaging
modalities use ionizing radiation as the energy source. These include positron emission
tomography (PET) and single photon emission tomography (SPECT), both of which utilize
gamma-rays from radioactive isotopes. X-rays are used as the energy source for projection
radiography and computed tomography (CT). This work studies CZT detectors used for x-ray
and CT imaging systems and henceforth uses the terms radiation, x-rays, and photons
interchangeably.
1.1.1 X-rays
X-rays are part of the electromagnetic spectrum, as shown in Figure 1.1. The energy has
an electric field component and a magnetic field component. The electromagnetic spectrum
ranges from low energy waves, such as radio waves and microwaves, to high energy waves like
x-rays and gamma rays. X-rays span the spectrum from approximately 100 eV and higher (10
nm and smaller).
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Figure 1.1 Electromagnetic spectrum; x-rays used for diagnostic purposes typically fall between 20 and 140
keV.

X-rays used for clinical imaging are usually generated in an x-ray tube, typically a
tungsten rotating anode tube. High energy electrons strike a target and lose energy as they
interact with the atoms in the target. These interactions cause the electrons to slow down. As
they slow down the electrons radiate energy in the form of bremsstrahlung (braking radiation) xrays. The outgoing x-ray beam has a continuous range of energies, and is characterized by the
maximum or peak kilovoltage (kVp). Thus a 120 kVp x-ray beam has a maximum energy of 120
kiloelectronvolts (keV) and may include energies as low as 20 keV, depending on filtration of
the low energy part of the beam. The x-ray spectrum from a tungsten target typically looks like
that shown in Figure 1.2. The sharp peaks are characteristic of the target material, in this case
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Figure 1.2 Typical x-ray spectrum for a 120 kVp beam with tungsten target, filtered with 10 cm acrylic. The
sharp peaks are a result of characteristic x-rays from tungsten at 59 and 67 keV.
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X-rays interact with electrons in the object being imaged and deposit energy. They may
be completely absorbed or scattered, changing direction and losing energy. X-rays with different
energies interact differently in a given material. The probability of interaction changes with xray energy as well as the atomic number, atomic mass, and density of the material. Thus, for a
particular imaging task, the optimal peak x-ray energy is chosen based on the desired
characteristics of the final image.
Images are created by detecting x-rays transmitted through the patient. The basic process
of image acquisition is shown in Figure 1.3. Information about the probability of interaction of
x-rays of a certain energy is contained in the attenuation coefficient, , of the material. X-rays
that do not interact are transmitted through the object and interact with the detector where a
signal is recorded. The image is therefore the shadow cast by the object and its internal
structure. Biological damage may occur if x-ray interactions deposit too much energy in the
object.

heterogenous
object scatter

image

x-rays

detector

2
1
3

scatter

Figure 1.3 Schematic of the basic principles of an x-ray imaging system. X-rays incident on an object
composed of different materials (heterogeneous) will interact differently based on the attenuation coefficient,
, of the material. The resulting image is essentially the shadow cast by the object being illuminated by xrays.

Two common types of x-ray imaging modalities were mentioned previously: projection
radiography and CT. The detector described in this work may be used for either type. In
general, x-ray imaging will refer to projection radiography. Projection radiography projects a
three-dimensional object onto a two-dimensional plane. The process results in overlap of the
internal structure of the object. This type of imaging is commonly used to image the chest,
breast, and broken bones and accounts for more than half of all diagnostic images produced [1].
One specific type of projection radiography, mammography, is optimized to image features
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internal to the breast. CT is similar to projection radiography except that the x-ray source and
detector are rotated around the patient, generating many projection radiographs (typically 400800) [1]. These projections are then used to reconstruct a 3D volume image of the distributions
of the

in the object. CT imaging eliminates overlap and thus creates a more accurate image of

internal structure.
1.1.2 Role of Energy in X-ray Imaging
The differences in the way materials interact with x-rays are what create contrast in an
image. That is, materials with a higher attenuation coefficient for a given photon energy will not
transmit as much of the x-ray beam as those materials with a lower attenuation coefficient. For
example, bone is a dense material and will not transmit as many x-rays as soft tissue. The
detector records higher intensity in areas of soft tissue than in bone because more photons are
transmitted through soft tissue and reach the detector.
Some materials of interest may have very similar attenuation coefficients, in which case it
is difficult to obtain sufficient contrast to distinguish them. Figure 1.4 shows attenuation
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Figure 1.4 Attenuation of photons with respect to energy for fat and glandular breast tissue and for breast
tumors. Values for are taken from [9].

When examining images for breast tumors, it is easy to distinguish fat from tumor tissue but
difficult to see contrast between glandular and tumor tissue. The differences in attenuation
coefficients increase for lower energies, therefore mammography generally uses x-ray energies
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on the order of ~30 kVp. Higher energy x-rays however are better able to penetrate thick
objects. Thus, x-ray energies are optimized for each imaging task separately. X-ray tube
voltages used in mammography, projection radiography, and CT are in the ranges of 25 – 40
kVp, 60 – 120 kVp, and 80 – 140 kVp, respectively, to achieve the desired balance of contrast
and penetration.
1.1.3 Image Quality
The success of a medical imaging system depends on the usefulness of the image to lead
to a correct diagnosis. Thus, a high quality image is one that is able to do this, generally with
high contrast between tissue components and the ability to distinguish small objects, especially
for diagnosing cancer. With x-ray imaging there is a trade-off between image quality and patient
radiation dose. Increasing the intensity of x-rays improves image quality because it reduces
inherent statistical noise of the x-ray photons passed through the object. This increases radiation
dose and thus risk to the patient. To keep patient dose to an acceptable level it is important to
have a detector that will efficiently absorb x-rays and reveal sufficient information.
Early detection of breast cancer
In 2007 it was estimated that more than 40,000 women would die from breast cancer in
that year alone [10]. In addition more than 200,000 new cases were expected. The benefit of
high quality imaging can be seen when considering the survival rates of breast cancer patients
when the cancer is detected early. Figure 1.5 shows the relationship between 15-year survival
rates for patients with breast tumors and tumor size.
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Figure 1.5 Relationship between 15-year survival rates and tumor size. Curve was generating using the
equation SF = [exp(-QD)]z, where SF is surviving fraction, D is tumor size, and Q and z are constants [11, 12].
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On average, mammography is able to detect tumors with 10-12 mm size. This
corresponds to 85-88 % survival rates and is the reason why women are encouraged by the
American Cancer Society to be screened annually after age 40 for breast cancer. (This
recommendation is currently a topic of debate, as the US Preventative Task Force now
recommends annual screenings after 50 years of age. Both agency recommendations can be
found in [13].) If cancer could be detected when it is even smaller, 5 mm for instance, survival
rates would be expected to increase to over 90 %. This is an example of the importance of
improving image quality.
Improvements in x-ray imaging technology are needed to better diagnose breast cancer
and monitor patient treatment without increasing patient dose. For several reasons, the initial
implementation of the photon counting CZT detector will likely be for breast imaging. This is
due to the fact that breast imaging imposes relatively lower demands to photon counting
detectors compared to body imaging. The breast has smaller size, lower x-ray attenuation, and
uniform tissue content (that is, the breast lacks bone and air, both of which make chest imaging
difficult) which facilitate application of this new technology.
Factors that influence image quality
Detectors can be classified by how they extract information from the x-rays transmitted
through the object. It may be said that the more information a detector is able to extract, the
more superior the quality of the image created using that detector. Image quality can be
deteriorated by the presence of noise. It is desirable to have the image signal much higher than
the noise. The ratio of signal to noise (SNR) is one of the major criteria used to evaluate image
quality. The parameter that is most often used to describe the quality of an imaging system is the
detective quantum efficiency (DQE). The DQE, given by equation (1.1), is determined as the
square of the ratio of the output SNR to the input SNR.
(1.1)
Since x-ray counting statistics obey the Poisson distribution, increasing the number of
interactions decreases the relative noise in an image [1, 14]. The relative noise is given by the
inverse of the square root of the number of counts, N. Since the SNR is inversely proportional to
the relative noise, it increases when the number of counts increases according to
7

(1.2)

The relationship between SNR and the number of counts detected means that to double
SNR, patient dose must increase by a factor of four. Therefore the quality of an x-ray image is
limited because patient dose must be kept to an acceptable level. As a result it is important to
extract as much information as possible from the x-rays that are detected.
The DQE parameter quantifies only the ability of the detector to absorb incident x-rays
and not its ability to resolve individual x-rays or measure the energy of these x-rays [15]. Until
recently detectors have not had the ability to resolve individual x-ray photons and measure their
energy. However, extracting energy information in x-ray and CT imaging can be a useful tool to
provide more quantitative image data, improve image quality and even reduce the amount of
radiation needed to create a useful image.

1.2 Detectors for X-ray Imaging
The first detectors used for x-ray imaging were photographic plates. These detectors
were replaced by film. Recently digital detectors have begun to replace film. CT uses digital
detectors to reconstruct three-dimensional images using computer software that requires digital
data. Though in general the spatial resolution of digital systems is lower than that of film due to
pixel size constraints, there are many advantages to digital images [1]. Digital images can be
acquired quickly, electronically transmitted and duplicated. Storage of digital images is also
easier because less space is needed. One of the biggest advantages is the ability to adjust
contrast in a digital image.
As advancements are made in computing and electronic capabilities, digital detectors are
being optimized to increase image quality and reduce patient dose. A digital detector generally
consists of a matrix of pixels. Radiation interacts in the detector pixel and creates charge. The
signal extracted from a pixel depends on the amount of charge generated in that pixel by an x-ray
photon. Therefore the resulting image is a map of energy fluence with respect to position.
Two main types of detection systems for x-ray imaging are “charge-integrating” (or
“energy-integrating”) and “photon counting” [16]. Schematics of the detection process for each
are shown in Figure 1.6. Charge-integrating detectors are so-called because they record the total
8

charge generated by many x-ray photons during image acquisition. Charge is collected by the
electronics and the output is the sum of all charge generated. The charge generated by a photon
interaction depends on the energy of the photon so that the resulting signal is proportional to
photon energy. In this way, photons with higher energy are weighted more in the resulting
image than lower energy photons. However, greater attenuation differences are usually found at
lower energies so this can be a disadvantage for image contrast.
Detectors that count photons individually are known as photon counting detectors.
Charge generated by each photon in a detector pixel is sent to readout electronics which separate,
or bin, the photon counts according to charge generated [17]. Again, the charge generated is
dependent on the photon energy. Therefore, photon counting detectors have the ability to resolve
photon energy and make use of a technique known as “energy-weighting”. The following
sections describe the types of detectors used for charge-integrating and photon counting and the
advantages of photon counting, energy-weighting detectors.
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Figure 1.6 Charge-integrating detectors record total charge for all interactions. Signal is received by the
digitization electronics and the sum of all charge is recorded. Photon counting detectors resolve individual
interactions and allow for energy-resolving capability.

1.2.1 Indirect Detection
Indirect detectors convert x-ray energy into charge indirectly. For example, instead of
detecting charge directly from a photon interaction, the photon interacts in a scintillation material
and produces light, as shown in Figure 1.7. The light is then incident on a photodetector
(photodiode or photocathode) where electric charge is created. To achieve high signal to noise
ratios it is desirable to convert x-ray energy to charge directly avoiding intermediate steps.
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Figure 1.7 Schematic of indirect detection with a scintillation detector. The incoming photon interacts in the
scintillation material to produce light. The light photons are then incident on the photodetector and electric
charge is created.
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1.2.2 Direct Detection

Direct detection of photons can be done using semiconductor material in place of
scintillation material, as shown in Figure 1.8. Semiconductors directly convert photons to charge
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electric
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in the form of electron-hole pairs, withoutpair
the light conversion
step inherent in scintillation
field
detectors. An electric field is applied to the semiconductor material and signal is generated as
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electric
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Since asignal
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detectors are able to resolve individual photons and are thus
able to use the photon counting
electrode
electronics mentioned previously.
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Figure 1.8 Schematic of semiconductor detector which uses direct detection. An electric field is applied to the
semiconductor material. The incoming photon generates charge in the form of electron-hole pairs (e-h) and
signal is generated as the charge moves to the electrodes.
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Energy-resolving
As stated previously, contrast in an image is created based on differences in the
attenuation coefficients in the imaged object. The attenuation coefficient depends not only on
the object but also the energy of the photon. Differences in attenuation coefficients ( ) for
patient tissue are generally greater for lower energy photons. Energy-weighting exploits these
differences through the use of a weighting factor that optimizes the SNR of the image [15]. It
has been shown that energy-weighting can greatly improve SNR and contrast in an image at or
below radiation dose levels found in conventional imaging systems [2, 3, 17]. Recent advances
in computing technology and semiconductor detector materials have made photon counting,
energy-resolving detection systems feasible for some clinical applications, however, these
detectors remain suboptimal for most clinical applications.

1.3 Applications for Photon Counting, Energy-resolving Detectors
The most promising semiconductor candidate for photon counting, energy-resolving
detectors is cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) [4]. CZT has a relatively high density and atomic
number that make it efficient for detecting x-ray photons in diagnostic energy range. It can also
be operated at room temperature, unlike some semiconductors which must be cooled to operate
effectively. Room temperature operation reduces both cost and size of the detector, as cooling
can be expensive and there is not the need for a bulky cooling apparatus. Another advantage of
CZT is that large-area crystals can be grown more easily at a reasonable cost than with Si or Ge.
Also, in CZT the energy required to generate electron-hole pairs is relatively small so that even
low energy photons create a sufficient amount of charge. This increases statistics and decreases
noise.
1.3.1 Breast CT
The most likely clinical application for photon counting CZT detectors is with a
dedicated breast CT, shown in Figure 1.9. Breast imaging is one of the areas that would benefit
most from improvements in image quality. The recommendation for yearly mammograms raises
concerns about the amount of radiation received by those screened. However, the benefit of
early detection of small tumors illustrates the utility of yearly screening. Therefore, image
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quality must be increased while radiation dose levels are maintained or, preferably, decreased. It
has been shown that dose reduction is feasible with a photon counting detector [18].
detector
CZT

breast
x-ray source

x-ray source

x-ray source

CZT strip
pixels

(a)

beam
collimators

(b)

Figure 1.9 (a) Schematic of detected breast CT system with patient lying prone on a table that houses the xray source and detector. (b) Schematic of the imaging system from above. The source and detector are
rotated in tandem around the breast.

In addition, the small size and relatively uniform composition of the breast make it an ideal
candidate for the application of this new technology.
1.3.2 Dual Energy Subtraction
The differences in attenuation coefficients of different materials can be accentuated using
a technique called dual energy subtraction [1]. To use this technique with a charge-integrating
system, two images must be acquired at different values of kVp, one at low kVp and another at
high kVp. The two images are then processed and subtracted to cancel out one of the materials
present in the image. These materials are usually highly attenuating material such as bone and a
less attenuating material such as soft tissue, or highly attenuating contrast agent such as iodine
and less attenuating soft tissue. Because two images at low kVp and high kVp are acquired
within some time interval, the resulting subtracted image may suffer from spatial blurring if there
is any patient motion between the two acquisitions. In addition, the patient receives greater
radiation dose than with a single image. An energy-resolving detector has the ability to separate
a single image acquired at a single kVp into two images with high and low energy. This is
possible because a photon counting detector can resolve x-ray energies and split the x-ray
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spectrum into low energy and high energy parts. Thus, dual energy subtraction can be performed
with a single image acquisition, improving spatial resolution and reducing patient dose.
1.3.3 X-ray Spectroscopy
Many areas involved with diagnostic x-rays require accurate characterization of the
energy spectrum of the x-ray beam generated by the x-ray tube. Radiation protection and
dosimetry calculations depend on complete knowledge of the energy spectrum of the x-ray beam.
Also, to determine the detection efficiency of an imaging detector, the input spectrum must be
known. Spectral CT and x-ray imaging also require accurate x-ray spectroscopy. Currently
there is no easy method for routine x-ray spectroscopy that can be done in the clinic. Photon
counting CZT detectors offer a method for x-ray spectroscopy that can be done with a compact,
room temperature device.

1.4 Motivation to Characterize CZT Detectors
Although there are many advantages to using CZT for photon counting detectors, there
are currently limitations in the detector that must be addressed. These include hole trapping,
charge sharing, and count rate limits. Hole trapping affects charge collection efficiency and
severely distorts the energy resolution capabilities of the detector. The effect depends on many
variables, including density and location of crystal defects. Therefore, hole trapping must be
addressed by physical manipulation of detector properties. Charge sharing between pixels also
decreases energy resolution and, in addition, causes spatial blurring. Charge sharing occurs due
to two major phenomena: characteristic x-ray escape and charge diffusion. Characteristic x-ray
escape is predictable and can be simulated to correct spectra deteriorated due to this effect. The
effect of charge diffusion can potentially be reduced by using coincidence circuits between
neighboring pixels. Count rate limits can also be addressed through the use of improved CZT
detectors with lower hole trapping and faster readout electronics.
The overall aim of this project was to characterize CZT detector properties and develop
modifications and correction methods to address the limiting factors and make the detector
clinically viable. The specific aims of the project were: 1) address hole trapping issues, 2)
address characteristic x-ray escape, 3) investigate energy resolution in a CZT imaging detector,
and 4) implement results of aims 1 and 2 for x-ray spectroscopy with a CZT detector.
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2 EFFECT OF IRRADIATION GEOMETRY ON ENERGY RESOLUTION
For an ideal energy resolving detector, the same signal amplitude is generated for all
interactions of photons with a given incident energy. The reality for CZT detectors is that the
signal depends on two main factors: 1) the energy of the incident photon and 2) the depth in the
detector that the interaction takes place. This depth dependence is due to a phenomenon known
as hole trapping and results in tailing of the energy spectrum toward low energies, distorting the
energy resolution [14, 19]. The effect of tailing on a monoenergetic spectrum is illustrated in
Figure 2.1. Hole trapping depends on many variables including crystal purity, which may vary
among detectors. Therefore, low energy tailing of the spectrum may not be easily corrected. A
small pixel detector suffers less from spectral tailing due to hole trapping because of what is
known as the small-pixel effect [19, 20]. Calculations of this effect are done using the ShockleyRamo Theorem [14, 21, 22]. The study of the small-pixel effect is not in the scope of this
research and could be a separate project in itself because of its complexity. Instead, we consider
manipulating detector geometry as a physical means to reduce hole trapping effects.

90 incidence
10 incidence

dN/dE

Less tailing

More tailing

0

20

40
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80

100
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Energy(keV)

Figure 2.1 Example of ideal spectrum (dashed line) and spectrum with low energy tailing (solid line) for a
monoenergetic 120 keV source.

Several possibilities of detector geometry for digital x-ray imaging exist, each with its
own advantages and disadvantages. Modalities such as chest x-ray and mammography typically
use a two-dimensional array of square pixels [1]. The x-ray beam is incident simultaneously on
all pixels, at a 90º angle with respect to the central portion of the detector. This geometry allows
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for a large area to be imaged in a short amount of time, which decreases image blurring due to
patient motion.
A disadvantage is the difficulty in rejecting x-rays scattered in the patient which reduces
image contrast. Anti-scatter grids may be used to reduce scatter, however, these grids absorb a
certain amount of primary radiation and thus decrease detection efficiency. The use of scanning
slit geometry allows for efficient scatter rejection because it uses a fan shaped beam and fewer or
even single rows of detector pixels. In this geometry, shown in Figure 2.2, a pre-collimator is
positioned in front of the object and a post-collimator, with small slit size, is positioned between
the object and the detector [23]. This geometry with an edge-on detector has been applied to
digital mammography using Si detectors [24], and has been proposed for x-ray imaging with a
microchannel plate detector [25] and for CT imaging with a CdTe detector [23]. Tilted angle
irradiation has been proposed for CT imaging with a CZT detector [17]. The use of scanning slit
geometry allows for the option of irradiating the edge of the detector or the surface of the
detector at a low tilt angle, as opposed to normal to the surface of the detector. This is a more
complicated geometry mechanically and acquisition time is longer since the irradiated area of the
detector within a given time is smaller than for full field acquisition. However, in addition to
scatter rejection, edge-on and tilted angle geometry can also reduce the effects of hole trapping
and improve energy resolution. This chapter describes simulations and experiments with
different detector geometries aimed to reduce hole trapping and its effect on the energy
spectrum.

x-ray source

post-collimator
edge-on

scatter
events

pre-collimator

scan
direction

tilted angle

Figure 2.2 Schematic of scanning slit image acquisition. Detector may be positioned in either edge-on or
tilted angle geometry and moved along the scanning axis in small increments. The step size of the detector
determines the spatial resolution in that direction.
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2.1 Signal Generation
To understand how the energy signal is distorted in a CZT detector we must first know
how signal is generated. The signal depends greatly on the properties of the CZT crystal, which
can be found in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Properties of eV Products CZT

Cd0.9Zn0.1Te
Atomic Numbers

48, 30, 52

Average atomic number

49.1

3

Density (g/cm )

5.78

Band Gap (eV)

1.572

Dielectric constant

10.9

Pair creation energy (eV)

4.64
3 x 1010

Resistivity (Ω·cm)
Electron mobility

e(cm

2

/Vs)

3 x 10-6

Electron lifetime e(s)
Hole mobility
Hole lifetime

h(cm

2

1000

/Vs)

50-80
10-6

h(s)

Usually the geometry of the detector is configured in what is known as planar geometry, a
rectangular slab of CZT crystal with a thin metal electrode on either side, shown in Figure 2.3.

incoming
photon

z
L
L-z
CZT
+HV

Figure 2.3 Schematic of signal generation in a planar CZT detector for radiation incident at an angle α
between the beam and detector surface.
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The photon beam is typically incident at an angle of 90º, or normal with respect to the
detector surface. The thickness of the CZT is on the order of several millimeters. Typically, a
negative voltage is applied to the electrode on which the photons are incident and the other
electrode is grounded, so that a uniform electric field is applied within the crystal. Photons in
the diagnostic energy range, 20–120 keV, interact primarily through the photoelectric effect [26]
and create electron-hole pairs. The number of pairs created is directly proportional to the energy
of the incident photon. For CZT, the energy required to create one pair of charge carriers is 4.64
eV [27].
Created charge moves to the electrodes due to the applied electric field. Holes move to
the negative electrode while electrons move toward the opposite electrode. As the holes and
electrons move in the CZT volume, a current is induced at the outer circuit connected to the CZT
surface. This current is collected in the capacitor and the corresponding charge of the capacitor
represents a photon signal. The recorded signal is the total induced charge created by the
induced current within the collection time. When charge stops moving through the detector it no
longer contributes to the signal. This occurs when either: (a) the charge reaches its electrode, or
(b) the charge is trapped in the CZT crystal. Consider the ideal case with no charge trapping.
For any position of interaction along the depth of the detector, the total distance traveled by an
electron-hole pair is equal to the thickness of the detector, L. Therefore the resulting signal does
not vary with the depth of interaction, because the total distance traveled by the pair is constant.
The recorded signal thus depends only on the number of charge carriers created, which is
determined by the energy of the incident photon. In reality, the holes frequently become trapped
in the detector, a phenomenon known as hole trapping, which results in depth dependent signal
amplitude, one of the major problems with current CZT technology.

2.2 Hole Trapping
The mobility of a charge indicates how fast it is able to move through the crystal to the
electrode in a given electric field. Holes become trapped in CZT because they have relatively
small mobility and cannot reach their electrode within the collection time. Hole mobility in CZT
is about 20 times smaller than that of electrons, as shown in Table 2.1. This means that nearly all
the signal is due to electron motion. The distance traveled by the electron depends on the depth
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at which the incident photon interacts. Thus the signal becomes depth dependent due to hole
trapping.
The probability of interaction is high at the incident surface of the detector and decreases
exponentially with depth. The number of incident photons N0 with energy E expected to be
absorbed within a depth z of a material with linear attenuation coefficient

is given by N(z) and

is highest when z is small, that is, at the detector surface, as is demonstrated by
(2.1)
The value of

generally decreases with increasing photon energy and interactions may take

place deep in the detector where electrons need travel only a short distance before reaching the
electrode. In this case the recorded signal is small because current is induced for a short amount
of time. Thus, photons with the same energy can generate different signal amplitudes depending
on the depth of interaction, meaning energy resolution is degraded.
2.2.1 Hecht Formalism
The depth-dependence of the recorded energy is given by the Hecht equation [28, 29]

(2.2)

where E0 is the energy of the incident photon, L is the thickness of the detector, z is the distance
from the incident surface where the interaction takes place (see Figure 2.3), and λe( ), λh( ) are
the mean free drift lengths of electrons and holes, respectively, which are dependent on electric
field, .
The mean free drift length of electrons or holes is given as

, where

is the

charge mobility (not to be confused with the symbol for linear attenuation coefficient which is
also ), is the lifetime of the charge, is the applied electric field, and x is electrons (e) or holes
(h). For planar geometry, the electric field is constant through the detector volume. The product
is specific to the detector material and is different for each charge carrier. It is difficult to
measure and varies significantly with defects in the material. Therefore, corrections of
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deteriorated spectra are difficult to apply broadly because

may vary significantly in a

single detector.
The Hecht equation (2.2) shows that if the mean free drift lengths of both electrons, λe,
and holes, λh, are large, the exponential terms approach zero and signal does not depend on
depth, z. This is shown graphically in Figure 2.4 (a). The normalized amplitude E/E0, where E
is the recorded energy and E0 is the energy of the incident photon, is constant with respect to z.
In reality holes have a much smaller mean free drift length than electrons, ~100 times smaller,
and as interaction depth increases the signal amplitude is severely suppressed. The result is
shown in Figure 2.4 (b) where electron and hole free drift lengths are assumed to be 30 and 0.24
mm, respectively, as found in literature [19] at a typical applied electric field of 100 V/mm. The
low amplitude signal is interpreted by the detection system as a low energy interaction and
results in incorrect low energy tailing of the spectrum. A more detailed treatment of the
derivation of the Hecht formula can be found in [14, 28, 30].
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Figure 2.4 (a) Signal amplitude with respect to depth of interaction for an ideal detector and (b) a detector
with hole trapping.

2.3 Investigations to Reduce Spectral Tailing
To exploit the energy-resolving capability of the CZT detector and make it clinically
useful for spectral x-ray and CT imaging, as well as for x-ray spectroscopy, issues with low
energy tailing must be resolved. One solution is modification of the interaction depth of the
incident photons so that most interactions take place near the detector surface [7]. In this case,
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the distance traveled by electrons during signal generation is more uniform. In [30], we
investigated low energy tailing of monoenergetic radiation from isotope sources for various
irradiation geometries of the incident photon beam with respect to the detector. The different
geometries are shown in Figure 2.5 . Edge-on and titled angle geometries were compared to
conventional surface-on geometry to determine improvement in energy resolution. It was shown
that edge-on irradiation with a narrow beam (diameter 0.3 mm) and titled angle irradiation with a
wide beam (diameter 1.0 mm) greatly reduced the amount of low-energy tailing of
monoenergetic spectra. This section gives an overview of the simulations and experiments. The
results quantify the degree to which energy resolution can be improved by modifying the
interaction depth of the incident photons [17].

E
CZT

E
CZT

edge-on

E
CZT

surface-on

tilted angle

Figure 2.5 Three irradiation geometries used for tailing experiments. The lines to the right of each figure
illustrate the expected distribution of interaction depths for each geometry.

2.3.1 Simulating CZT Detector Response
Simulation theory
To characterize low energy tailing in the CZT detector we measured monoenergetic
isotope sources and compared the results to simulations. We considered the differential pulse
height distribution where each photon interaction results in a pulse. The differential number of
pulses, dN, is recorded within an energy increment, dE, determined by the amplitude of the
pulse. To simulate the energy spectrum, the number of photons that interacted in small
increments in the detector depth, dz, and the amplitude of the signal that these interactions
created was determined. Equation (2.3) shows how the differential pulse height dN/dE was
determined from the product of dN/dz and dz/dE.

(2.3)

The term dz/dE was found by solving for the inverse of equation (2.2) and differentiating z(E).
This was done numerically using Origin 7.0 graphing software because E(z) is a multi-valued
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expression; the process can be found in Appendix A. The function N(z) depends on the geometry
of the incident photon beam with respect to the detector. Three different geometries were
investigated, as mentioned above; edge-on, surface-on, and tilted angle. For edge-on irradiation
the number of interactions within a given thickness of the detector is a linear function of detector
depth, z, since we assume that the planar length of the detector is sufficiently long to absorb all
photons. In this case,

, where N0 is the total number of incident photons at the

edge of the detector and L is the thickness of the detector. For surface-on irradiation, the
exponential relationship given by equation 2.4 describes the number of photons that interact
within a given depth. Similarly, for tilted angle irradiation the same expression can be used with
the addition of a sin(α) term to account for the angle, α, between the photon beam and the
detector surface; that is, the path traveled by incident photons through the detector is

,

as shown in Figure 2.3. The differential of the photon attenuation density expression for each
geometry is given by
edge-on
surface-on
tilted angle

(2.4)

Once the product of dN/dz and dz/dE was determined, the resulting spectrum was
convolved with a Gaussian kernel to represent statistical fluctuations in the number of charge
carriers as well as electronic noise. The spectrum due to broadening,
the theoretical spectrum,

, was calculated from

, according to

(2.5)
The total standard deviation, σ, was found from the standard deviations due to statistical noise,
σs, and electronic noise, σe, and given by

. The statistical fluctuation in the

number of charge carriers was calculated directly as

, where w is the carrier creation

energy. Statistical broadening was inherent to the measurement. Electronic noise resulted from
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many factors such as output capacitance of the detector and inherent noise in the preamplifier.
The electronic noise was determined from the full-width at half maximum due to electronic
noise, FWHMe, and was calculated as

. The value for FWHMe was found

experimentally by replacing the detector with a pulser with well-defined pulse amplitude.
Simulation set-up to compare to experiment
Parameters in the simulation were set to match experimental parameters. The CZT
thickness, L, was 3 mm. The mean free path lengths of charge carriers were 30 and 0.24 mm for
electrons and holes, respectively. These values are based on an applied electric field of 100
V/mm, a typical value for CZT detectors and the size of electric field used in our experiments.
Surface-on and tilted angle irradiation were simulated for 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120
keV energies. Tilted angle simulations were done for values of α equal to 15° and 10°. The
resulting spectra were compared to surface-on simulations by evaluating peak-to-total ratios of
the simulated spectra. The peak energy window was arbitrarily chosen as 10 % of the peak
maximum. Higher peak-to-total ratios indicate that more of the measured spectrum was in the
full energy peak and less in the low energy tail.
Simulations with the beam incident on the edge of the detector were done to determine
the relationship between energy resolution and (a) beam thickness, as well as (b) beam location
along the detector edge. Edge-on irradiation was simulated with a 122 keV beam to correspond
to experimental measurements done with a 57Co source, which emits gamma rays of 122 keV. A
beam was simulated which covered the thickness of the detector, 3 mm. In addition, three more
values of beam thickness, 0.375, 0.75, and 1.5 mm, were simulated to determine the relationship
between beam thickness and energy resolution. The incident beam was simulated nearest the
edge of the cathode electrode for beam width smaller than the detector thickness. A 0.3 mm
beam was also simulated as incident along different detector depths to determine the relationship
between beam depth and energy resolution. In practice, this means that the value of z in the
Hecht formula, equation (2.2), was varied from 0 to 3 mm in increments of 0.3 mm. This was
compared to experiments with the same parameters.
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2.3.2 Measuring CZT Detector Response
Detection system
Experimental measurements were done using an ORTEC 4001C NIM Bin, ORTEC 660
Dual Bias Supply, ORTEC 926 MCB, ORTEC 590A amplifier, and eV-550 preamplifier. The
amplified signal was digitized with an 8000 channel ORTEC TRUMP 8000 Multichannel
Analyzer.
A monolithic CZT crystal was purchased from eV-Products and had dimensions of 10x10
mm2 and 3 mm thickness. Electrodes were fabricated from a thin copper sheet and soldered to a
signal wire. They were then positioned on the top and bottom of the CZT surface, shown in
Figure 2.6. The electrodes had openings to allow for irradiation of the detector surface without
attenuation through the electrodes. The CZT and electrodes were then enclosed in a brass casing
to allow transport of the detector in a robust unit. The brass casing had openings that allowed for
surface-on, tilted angle and edge-on irradiation of the CZT crystal. The entire setup was
duplicated so that two detectors could be used simultaneously to test the integrity of the electric
field at the edge of the detector, the exception being that the CZT crystal in the second setup was
only 2 mm thick.

Electrodes

(a)

CZT

(b)

Figure 2.6 CZT detector setup; (a) photo of CZT crystal in brass casing connected to preamplifier and (b)
schematic of CZT crystal with electrodes and brass encasement.

Radioisotope sources
Radiation sources 241Am (59 keV) and 57Co (122 keV) were used for irradiation. For
edge-on irradiation two different beam diameters were chosen for the 57Co beam. A 3 mm
collimated beam was measured to cover the edge of the detector as well as a 0.3 mm collimated
beam to scan along the edge of the detector. Surface-on and tilted angle measurements were all
done with 1 mm collimated beams. A slab of acrylic with a screw drilled through one end was
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used to increment sources up or down with respect to the detector. Each quarter turn of the
screw corresponded to 0.15 mm displacement of the acrylic slab.
Edge-on irradiation
As stated above, two collimation widths were chosen to perform edge-on measurements
of the detector. A 0.3 mm collimated beam was used to scan across the edge of the detector at
varying depths and a 3 mm collimated beam was used to cover the thickness of the detector.
Edge scanning
The 0.3 mm collimated 57Co source was scanned along the edge of the detector for
several reasons: 1) to measure detector response for a narrow beam at different positions along
the edge and compare to simulation, 2) to compare experimental measurements to the Hecht
formalism in equation (2.2) to determine mean free path length of holes and electrons and
compare to accepted values in literature, and 3) to check for integrity of measured response at the
edge of detector (electric field uniformity).
The 0.3 mm beam was positioned so that the full beam was incident at the cathode edge
of the detector, meaning the center of the beam is positioned at 0.15 mm below the surface, as
shown in Figure 2.7 (a). A measurement was taken here and then the beam was stepped down by
an increment of 0.3 mm by turning the screw in the acrylic slab half a turn. The measurement
was repeated to span the entire thickness of the CZT crystal. The response of the detector at
each beam position was compared to simulation. For each measurement the total number of
counts under the energy peak was found and plot with respect to depth. The amplitude of the
signal was also plotted according to depth and compared to equation (2.2) to evaluate mean free

-

+

path lengths of electrons and holes used for simulations.
CZT
1

Top surface

CZT
2

CZT

y
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57
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-
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Figure 2.7 (a) Schematic of edge-scan setup. The edge-scan method measures the dependence of signal
amplitude on interaction depth. (b) Schematic of setup used to test electric field at detector edge.
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The edge of the detector may experience non-uniform electric field that would affect the
results of the experiments just mentioned. To test this, the 0.3 mm beam was scanned across the
surface of the detector at the detector edge in steps of 0.15 mm, shown in Figure 2.7 (b) as CZT1. The second CZT detector, labeled CZT-2, was positioned behind the first to determine where
the edge of CZT-1 was located. The total number of counts at each position was recorded and
plotted with respect to position. We expected to see an immediate increase in counts from CZT2 when there was a corresponding decrease in counts in CZT-1 if there was no dead region in
CZT-1.
Edge broad beam
The 57Co source was used with 3 mm collimation and covered the thickness of the
detector. The result was compared to simulation to measure low energy tailing with the detector
edge completely illuminated.
Surface-on and Tilted angle irradiation
Surface-on and tilted angle measurements were done using a 1 mm collimated beam. Tilt
angles used were 15º and 10º. Both 241Am and 57Co sources were measured. The results were
compared to simulations and peak-to-total ratios were determined in each case.
2.3.3 Results of Simulations and Measurements
Edge-on results
Figure 2.8 (a) shows experimental results of narrow beam scanning along the edge of the
detector. The measurement near the cathode (top) surface shows a relatively narrow full
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Figure 2.8 (a) Energy spectrum results of edge scanning with 0.3 mm steps of the 122 keV radiation beam
with 0.3 mm thickness and (b) results of simulations with matched parameters.
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energy peak with the correct signal amplitude, 122 keV for the 57Co source. As the beam was
moved toward the anode the response broadened and shifted to lower amplitudes. Simulation
done with the same parameters as the experiment is shown in Figure 2.8 (b).
The signal intensity profile for the measurements shown in Figure 2.8 (a) is shown in
Figure 2.9 (a). The peak energy versus depth is plotted in Figure 2.9 (b) and compared to
equation (2.2) using mean free path lengths for electrons and holes of 25 mm and 0.33 mm,
respectively.
The two detector intensity profiles measured to determine the integrity of the CZT edge
are shown together in Figure 2.10. As the beam approached the edge of CZT-1 the number of
counts detected increased synchronously with the decrease in total counts measured by CZT-2.
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Figure 2.9 (a) Signal intensity profile of edge-scan with 122 keV beam of 0.3 mm collimation. (b) Peak energy
with respect to beam position along with Hecht curve fit assuming electron and hole mean free path lengths of
25 mm and 0.33 mm, respectively.

This indicated that any dead region at the edge of CZT-1 was very small, at least smaller than the
0.3 mm thickness of the beam. If this were not the case, counts measured by CZT-2 would have
decreased as the beam was attenuated by CZT-1, but counts measured by CZT-1 would not have
increased right away.
The result of edge-on irradiation of the detector with a wide beam covering the detector
thickness is shown in Figure 2.11 (a) along with simulation with the same parameters. It was
evident that a significant amount of tailing resulted from irradiation of the detector over its entire
thickness. Simulation of varying beam widths is shown in Figure 2.11 (b). The results showed
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that a FWHM of less than 10 keV can be obtained for a beam width less than 0.375 mm, which
should be sufficient for energy-resolved x-ray and CT imaging using a polychromatic x-ray
beam [2, 3, 17].
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Figure 2.10 Results of edge test experiment. Two CZTs are stacked (see Figure 2.7) to investigate whether
dead regions exist along the edge of the CZT crystal.
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Figure 2.11 (a) Experimental and theoretical energy spectra with edge-on irradiation of 122 keV beam with 3
mm thickness. (b) Simulated energy spectra with 122 keV beams for thicknesses of 0.375 – 3 mm incident on
the edge of the CZT; broadening due to statistical fluctuations of the charge carriers was incorporated.

Surface-on and tilted angle results
Figure 2.12 shows simulated spectra for surface-on and tilted angle irradiation for six
different energies ranging from 20 – 120 keV with 20 keV step size. The results showed the
gradual increase in tailing as energy increased and as tilt angle increased. Tailing was relatively
small for energies below 60 keV for all tilt angles. For surface-on tailing was severe for energies
above 60 keV but was reduced for small tilt angles of 15° and 10°. Peak-to-total ratios were
determined for each energy and tilt angle (Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.12 Simulated energy spectra of 20-120 keV energies for (a) surface-on and tilted angle incidence with
(b) 15 and(c) 10 tilt angles. The total number of the photons was kept constant in each case.

Figure 2.13 shows results of simulation compared with experiment for 241Am and 57Co under (a)
normal, (b) 15°, and (c) 10° incidence. Experimental measurements were for the beam
collimated to 1 mm. Both simulation and experiment showed a decrease in tailing for low tilting
angles. Peak-to-total ratios are given for all data sets in Table 2.3. The improvement in peak-tototal ratio for tilted angle compared to surface-on irradiation was clear in both experiment and
theory for each isotope studied. However, notice in the tilted angle measurements (Figure 2.13
(b) and (c)) the pronounced escape peaks located 23.5 and 27.5 keV below the full energy peak.
These escape peaks were due to the escape of characteristic K x-rays from Cd and Te atoms,
respectively, in the CZT. The effect of K x-ray escape when using tilted angle configuration will
be discussed in the next chapter.

2.4 Conclusions and Considerations for Tilted Angle Geometry
Both edge-on irradiation with a narrow beam and tilted angle irradiation with a narrow
beam exhibited good energy resolution compared to surface-on irradiation. However, with edgeon irradiation with a narrow beam, charge build-up can occur because charge is being generated
in a small region of the detector. There are several benefits to tilted angle geometry including (1)
increased energy resolution, as discussed above, (2) potentially thinner detector to decrease
charge diffusion, and (3) smearing of charge throughout detector volume to prevent charge buildup. Titled angle irradiation is done with a linear array of strip pixels, as opposed to the twodimensional array of square pixels traditionally used in x-ray and CT imaging. It was noted
previously that a linear array of strip pixels can be used in scanning slit image acquisition
geometry which allows for efficient scatter rejection.
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Figure 2.13 Energy spectra of the 59 keV (left) and 122 keV (right) radiation beams with (a) surface-on
incidence and with tilted angle incidence at (b) 15 and (c) 10 tilt angles. Both experimental and simulated
spectra are presented.
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Table 2.2 Peak-total ratios (%): simulations

Tilt angle
Energy (keV)
20
40
60
80
100
120

90°

15°

10°

96
93
65
57
35
34

96
96
95
87
77
71

98
98
98
94
88
84

Table 2.3 Peak-to-total ratios (%): experiment vs theory

Tilt angle
122 keV Theory
122 keV Experiment
59 keV Theory
59 keV Experiment

90°
38
29
73
60

15°
75
67
96
85

10°
83
69
97
85

2.4.1 Reduced Charged Diffusion in a Thin Detector
The thickness of CZT detectors is typically several millimeters to ensure total attenuation
of photons of energies used in diagnostic applications, up to 140 keV. For tilted angle
configuration this thickness may be decreased without suffering transmission of higher energy
photons, as seen in Figure 2.14. A thinner crystal results in less lateral diffusion of charge as it
moves through the detector. For a multi-pixel detector this improves spatial resolution, since
charge is less likely to be shared between pixels for a single interaction. Energy resolution is
also improved for the same reason.

incoming
photons

CZT

CZT

equivalent
pathlengths

Figure 2.14 For tilted angle irradiation the thickness of the CZT crystal may be decreased without sacrificing
detection efficiency.
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The amount of lateral diffusion depends on the thickness and applied electric field in the
detector [14, 17, 19]. According to [19], for a 1 mm thick detector and an applied field of 100
V/mm, typical of CZT detectors, the approximate spread of charge due to lateral diffusion is 23
m root mean square (RMS).
The FWHM of the spread is related to the RMS as FWHM = 2.35xRMS. This means
that for the 3 mm thick detector used in this study the FWHM of the lateral charge diffusion is
approximately 162 m. This spread is significant for many x-ray imaging modalities because the
typical pixel size is less than 1 mm. However, a 1 mm thick detector used with a 10º tilted angle
has sufficient thickness to maintain detection efficiency and results in lateral diffusion with
FWHM of only 54 m. This decrease in lateral diffusion should significantly improve spatial
and energy resolution (full energy collection and no double counting) compared to a thicker
detector.
2.4.2 Count Rate in Tilted Angle Geometry
Maximum count rate requirements depend on the number of photons needed per pixel to
achieve sufficient SNR within the required scan time. It has been calculated that for breast CT
the count rate of the detection system should be 2 million counts per pixel per second [2]. The
count rate is limited by the CZT crystal itself due to charge build up. As holes are trapped in the
detector volume they create local space charge and polarize the detector. Count rate is also
limited by the collection time required for charge to drift through the detector and induce a
signal. The detector needs time to stabilize between events which increases acquisition time and
increases the possibility of image blurring due to patient motion.
The advantage of tilted angle geometry with respect to count rate is two-fold. First,
charge is created throughout the detector volume instead of localized in a small region as it is for
surface-on and edge-on irradiation. Second, it allows for the possibility of thinner crystals which
decreases the collection time of charge drifting through the detector. This shortens the pulse
width and reduces pulse pile-up.
2.4.3 Increased Characteristic X-ray Escape
As noted previously, increasing interactions near the detector surface using tilted angle
geometry will also increase the likelihood of characteristic x-ray escape. This can cause
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significant problems for energy and spatial resolution, especially for a polychromatic x-ray
beam. Low energy photons overlap with the escape peaks from higher energies and a low
energy threshold cannot be set without decreasing detection efficiency. However, unlike hole
trapping which depends on many variables, characteristic escape is statistically predictable. The
next chapter describes simulations done to account for K x-ray escape in a CZT detector.
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3 INVESTIGATION OF CHARACTERISTIC X-RAY ESCAPE
Energy discrimination in a CZT detector can be severely hampered by the escape of
characteristic x-rays. X-rays may escape back from the detector surface, a phenomenon which is
more pronounced for tilted angle irradiation where most interactions take place near the detector
surface (Figure 3.1).

incoming
photon

incoming
photon

K x-ray
emission

K x-ray
emission
CZT

CZT

surface-on

tilted angle

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1 Comparison of likelihood of K x-ray escape for different irradiation geometries, with photon
interaction profiles shown to the right of each geometry. For (a) surface-on irradiation photon attenuation
occurs throughout the thickness of the detector while for (b) tilted angle irradiation interactions are more
likely near the detector surface, increasing K x-ray escape.

The effect of characteristic escape on the energy spectrum is demonstrated in Figure 3.2.
The position of the escape peaks correspond to the energy carried out of the pixel by the
characteristic x-rays shifted from the full energy peak. For a multi-pixel imaging detector, the
escape of characteristic x-rays from the sides of the pixel decreases spatial resolution when
escape x-rays interact in neighboring pixels because multiple pixels record signal for a single
interaction. Fortunately, the likelihood of characteristic x-ray escape is predictable, that is, the xrays are monoenergetic and therefore the mean attenuation lengths are known. This enables the
prediction of escape based on the depth at which the initial interaction takes place.

3.1 Charge Sharing in CZT and Other Materials
Both characteristic x-ray escape and diffusion of the charge cloud create what is known as
charge sharing. Charge sharing has been extensively studied for semiconductor detectors. Edge-
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on irradiation of Si strip detectors has been investigated for mammography applications [31].
Charge sharing in Si and GaAs detectors for dental x-ray sources has also been studied [32-34].
CZT and CdTe detectors have been investigated as well [35-40]. We investigated characteristic
x-ray escape for several pixel sizes in both square and strip pixel configuration [26]. Simulations
were carried out using Monte Carlo methods and compared to experimental results with a square
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pixel CZT detector.
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Figure 3.2 Representative energy spectrum with prominent characteristic x-ray escape peaks. For CZT,
these peaks are due mainly to K escape from Cd and Te atoms.

3.2 Simulating Energy Escape from a CZT Detector Pixel
Pixel sizes chosen for simulation included those typically found in the clinic. Pixels of 1
mm size are usually used for applications such whole body CT [1], while a smaller pixel size of
0.4 mm is used in dedicated breast CT [19]. Projection radiography, such as that used for chest
x-rays, has a typical pixel size of 0.1 mm [1].
Square and strip pixels were simulated for this study. Strip pixels have the advantage of
tilted angle irradiation so simulations were done for 90º, 15º, and 10º incidence angles. The
widths of the strips simulated match the dimensions of the square pixels.
The experimental CZT detector was capable of discriminating energy into five energy
bins. Therefore, five different energies of primary photons were simulated corresponding to five
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energy bins. The bins ranged in energy from 20 to 120 keV with 20 keV widths and the average
energy of each bin corresponded to values of 30, 50, 70, 90, and 110 keV.
3.2.1 X-ray Interaction in CZT Detectors
To simulate x-ray escape from interactions in the CZT detector, several assumptions were
made. We assumed that the main interaction of the primary photon was by photoelectric effect
and the major effect of energy resolution deterioration was due to the escape of K x-rays. This
meant that we ignored effects such as Compton and Rayleigh scatter, as well as the possible
escape of L x-rays and Auger, Compton, and photoelectrons. We also ignored charge cloud
diffusion. The next several sections will justify the assumptions that were made to simulate
charge loss from a detector pixel for imaging and spectroscopy applications. In the text, the term
„signaling pixel‟ will refer to the pixel in which the incident photon interacts.
Photon Interactions
Diagnostic x-ray imaging typically uses x-rays within the energy range of 20 to 120 keV.
Three types of x-ray interactions may occur at these energies: Rayleigh scatter, Compton scatter,
and the photoelectric effect. We simulated only the photoelectric effect because it is the most
probable interaction as illustrated in Figure 3.3 (a). For a 120 kVp x-ray beam the average
energy is 60 keV and at this energy the relative photoelectric effect is 94 % compared to 2 % and
4 % for Compton and Rayleigh scatter, respectively. Therefore we considered only the
photoelectric effect for our simulations. The photoelectric effect has the advantage of being the
easiest interaction to simulate since the photon is completely absorbed and does not interact
multiple times.
If an incident photon scatters out of a pixel due to Rayleigh scatter and interacts with a
neighboring pixel, the spatial resolution is affected but not the energy resolution, because the
photon does not lose energy in this type of interaction. When Compton scatter occurs, the
incident photon may deposit some energy in one pixel with the scattered photon possibly
interacting in another pixel, distorting both spatial and energy resolution. Compton scatter is
very complicated to simulate because of the range of energies and angles that may be taken by
the scattered photon. The photoelectric effect results in complete absorption of the incident
photon, however, spatial and energy blurring between pixels occurs due to escape of
characteristic x-rays from the signaling pixel. Unlike Compton scatter, these x-rays have
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discrete energies and are emitted isotropically from the atom and therefore have behavior that is
easier to predict.
K and L x-rays and Auger electrons
For the CZT detector that was simulated, the escape of characteristic x-rays from Cd and
Te atoms are of concern, while escape x-rays from Zn represent less of an issue. This is because
the weight fraction of Zn is relatively small, 5% compared to 45% and 50% for Cd and Te,
respectively [27]. Photoelectric interactions with Cd and Te atoms will occur at the K-, L- and
M-shells, however, the probability is highest at the K shell, 80%. L x-rays from Cd and Te have
low energy, about 3 and 4 keV, respectively, so local reabsorption is highly likely. K x-rays on
the other hand have sufficient energy to travel far enough to leave the signaling pixel; Cd K xrays have an average energy of 23.4 keV (116 m attenuation length) while those from Te have
an average energy of 27.5 keV (64 m attenuation length). Therefore we considered K x-rays
while neglecting L x-ray escape. Properties of the K-edges of Cd and Te are listed in Figure 3.3
(b) which shows the attenuation coefficients of CZT with respect to energy in the diagnostic
range.
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Figure 3.3 (a) Photoelectric effect, Rayleigh and Compton scatter fractions of x-rays in CZT. Rayleigh and
Compton scatter components are 7 % and 10 % , respectively, at the highest energy of 120 keV. At an
average energy of 60 keV these components are decreased to 4 % and 2 %, respectively. (b) Linear
attenuation coefficient of x-rays in CZT material. Data values taken from [41].

Of the interactions at the K shell, 87% result in the emission of K x-rays while the
remaining emissions yield low energy Auger electrons [42]. In total, 70% of photoelectric
interactions in CZT result in the emission of K x-rays from either Cd or Te. In addition, the
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probability of interaction with either atom can be determined with respect to the energy of the
incident photon.
Photoelectrons from K x-ray interactions, CSDA
For the purpose of our simulations we also assumed the photoelectrons resulting from the
photoelectric interactions were absorbed locally, within the signaling pixel. When a
photoelectric interaction takes place at the K shell of an atom, the photoelectron that is emitted
has kinetic energy equal to the difference between the K-edge energy and the energy of the
incident photon. If we consider the maximum energy of a photon from a 120 kVp beam the
photoelectrons from the K shells of Cd and Te can have a range of energies between 0 and 93
keV. The range of photoelectrons in CZT with respect to their energy is shown in Figure 3.4
using data taken from the NIST ESTAR database [43]. The continuous slowing down
approximation (CSDA) is determined as the integral of the inverse of the stopping power with
respect to energy, where the stopping power is the energy lost per unit distance. The electron
takes a tortuous path as it travels and therefore a better measure of the distance the electron
traveled from its initial position is the projected range. The ratio of projected range to CSDA is
called the detour factor and is approximately 0.67. Therefore the maximum range of the
photoelectrons from incident photons in the diagnostic energy range is approximately 26 μm
(corresponding to 93 keV), much shorter than the range of K x-rays from Cd or Te. The range at
the average energy of 60 keV for a 120 kVp beam is even shorter, on the order of 13 μm.
Thus the projected range of photoelectrons is small compared to the attenuation lengths of the K
x-rays emitted; it follows that the range of Auger electrons will be small as well.
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Figure 3.4 Continuous Slowing Down Approximation (CSDA) and projected range of electrons in CZT with
respect to energy. Photoelectric interactions with the K shell of Cd and Te atoms can emit photoelectrons
with energy in the range of 0 to 93 keV. Their projected range is small compared to the attenuation lengths
of the K x-rays emitted.
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Possibilities of K x-ray behavior
We considered six possible types of K x-ray behavior, shown in Figure 3.5 (a). The only
behavior which results in correct recording of the incident photon is complete absorption of both
the incident photon and K x-ray in the same pixel. The second possibility is back escape of the
K x-ray from the incident surface of the pixel. The third is forward escape from the back surface
of the pixel. The fourth is side escape to a neighboring pixel, and similarly the fifth is reception
of a K x-ray from a neighboring pixel in the pixel under consideration. The sixth is the escape of
the K x-ray from the outside edge of the detector. The second through sixth behaviors result in
deterioration of energy resolution while, in addition, the fourth and fifth behaviors distort spatial
resolution.
primary x-ray
1

2

3

4

5

6
detector
pixels

CZT

CZT

k-edge
x-rays

K-xray

slit beam

K-xray

square pixels
strip pixels
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.5 (a) Processes involved in x-ray interactions with detector material: 1 – complete absorption of the
photoelectron and K x-ray, 2,3 – back and forward escapes of characteristic radiation, 4,5 – side escapes, 6 –
side escape outside of the pixels. Schematics of characteristic x-ray crosstalk for (b) pixel, in which all escape
corresponds to type-4 interaction and (c) strip detectors, in which reabsorption within the strip corresponds
to type-1 behavior.

Comparison of energy and spatial resolution for square and strip pixels
The behavior of K x-rays will affect energy and spatial resolution differently depending
on the pixel configuration in the detector. We simulated both square and strip pixels and the
different configurations are shown in Figure 3.5 (b) and (c). It is clear from Figure 3.5 (c) that
for the strip pixel configuration, a greater percentage of escape x-rays will interact in a single
neighboring pixel than for the square pixel configuration. This increases spatial blurring
between pixels, however, the resolution in the other direction (along the pixel strip) is dependent
on the width of the beam and can be varied. The advantage of strip pixels is that the detector can
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be irradiated at a small angle between the beam and detector. This increases back escape from
the pixel, with a proportional decrease in escape to neighboring pixels. It is much easier to
correct for escape that has left the detector than escape that is shared between pixels because
there is no double counting of a single photon. The other advantage is that escape that would
occur along the strip pixel length is absorbed in the strip pixel, whereas it would escape in square
pixel configuration, so that energy resolution is not as degraded for strip pixel configuration.
3.2.2 Simulation Study
The simulation code was written using Interactive Data Language (IDL, ITT Visual
Information Solutions, Boulder, CO) and can be found in Appendix B. The detector model and
beam orientations are shown in Figure 3.6.

strip pixel

8.5 mm

square pixel
3 mm
X-ray beam

8.5 mm
X-ray beam
tilted angle

CZT

Figure 3.6 Schematic of the CZT detector model and beam orientation. Relative geometry of square and strip
pixels are shown; the tilted angle x-ray beam was done only for strip pixels.

Detector setup
The thickness of the CZT detector was 3 mm corresponding to the thickness used for
experimental imaging detectors. The sides of the detector were 8.5 x 8.5 mm2, a sufficient length
so that escape in this direction was insignificant. Square pixels of side lengths 1, 0.4, 0.2, and
0.1 mm were simulated as well as strip pixels of length 8.5 mm and widths to match those
simulated with square pixels. The sizes were chosen to correspond to pixel sizes found in the
clinical setting as described previously.
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Incident Beam
The x-ray beam was simulated for three different cases. First, the beam was incident on a
square pixel in the center of the detector while neighboring pixels were not irradiated. This was
done to determine charge lost from the central pixel due to x-ray escape. Second, the beam was
incident on all neighboring pixels while the central pixel was not irradiated to simulate charge
received due only to x-ray escape from neighboring pixels. Third, the beam was incident on a
central strip pixel while neighboring strips were not irradiated. This last configuration was done
with the beam incident at 90°, 15°, and 10° with respect to the pixel surface.
The beam was allowed to have one of five energies chosen corresponding to the average
energy in each energy bin for a 120 kVp beam that was split into five energy ranges. The
simulated bins had a width of 20 keV and ranged from 20 to 120 keV: 20 – 40, 40 – 60, 60 – 80,
80 – 100, and 100 – 120 keV. These bins corresponded to those used in experimental
measurements as will be discussed later. For each energy, 20 million incident photons were
sampled.
Geometry and flow chart of simulation
A detailed geometry of the simulation is shown in Figure 3.7, as well as the simulation
flowchart in Figure 3.8. The primary photon was incident with energy E0 and traveled a distance
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Figure 3.7 Geometry of primary photon (E0) and K x-rays from Te (d1) and Cd (d2) tracking simulation.
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z before interacting via the photoelectric effect. The value of z was randomly sampled based on
the exponential attenuation of photons through a material. The relationship between interaction
depth, z, attenuation length, t, and the probability of transmission, I/I0, was
(3.1)
The attenuation length was the inverse of the linear attenuation coefficient. The attenuation
length for each E0 was determined from NIST data [41]. The value of the ratio I/I0 was
randomly sampled between 0 and 1; z was calculated by
(3.2)
where R was the random number. The relationship is shown schematically in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.8 Flow chart of the Monte Carlo simulations for tracking characteristic x-rays in CZT detector.
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If the value of z was greater than the detector thickness, L, the program increased a
counter called “transmitted” by one and went to the next primary photon. Otherwise, the
program recorded the interaction depth in a depth profile array. It then determined whether the
interaction took place with Te or Cd by comparing a random number between 0 and 1 with the
probability of interaction with Te. The probability was determined by the value of E0. If the
random number is less than the probability, the interaction was considered to be with Te and a K
x-ray from Te was tracked. If the Te K x-ray did not escape the detector, the subsequent Cd K xray was tracked. If the initial interaction was not with Te, the program immediately began
tracking the K x-ray from Cd.
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Figure 3.9 Generation of depth of interaction values, z, using a random number between 0 and 1 and the
exponential relationship between depth and attenuation. Solving for z will give,
, where t(E)
is the attenuation length of photons with energy E and
.

The tracking of the K x-ray consisted of determining three values: 1) the distance from
the interaction that the K x-ray was re-absorbed, 2) the polar angle θ of its trajectory with respect
to the z-axis, and 3) the azimuthal angle

for the rotation of the trajectory in the x,y-plane. The

distance of reabsorption from the interaction point was determined based on exponential
attenuation in the same way that z was found for the primary photon. The emission of
characteristic x-rays was isotropic from the point of initial interaction. The projection of the
trajectory along the z-axis was needed to determine whether or not the K x-ray escaped the
detector in the back or forward direction. Therefore, the cosine of the polar angle was found and
was chosen randomly from
(3.3)
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by sampling random numbers between -1 and 1. The projection along the z-axis was given by
(3.4)
where d was the distance from the initial photoelectric interaction to the final K x-ray interaction.
The azimuthal angle was found to determine displacement of the position of K x-ray
interaction from the center of the detector. This indicated whether the K x-ray interacted in a
neighboring pixel or escaped from the side of the detector. To do this, the trajectory of the K xray was projected onto the x,y-plane according to
(3.5)
This projection was rotated randomly about the z-axis according to

(3.6)

where the azimuthal angle took any random number between 0 and 360. The geometry is shown
in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10 Geometry of the method used to determine K x-ray reabsorption position in the x,y-plane. (a) The
side view is shown to demonstrate the value of r as determined from θ and d; (b) the view of the x,y-plane is
shown to demonstrate determining the x- and y-coordinates of the K x-ray reabsorption position.

Once the final reabsorption position was known, it was then determined whether the K xray has escaped the detector by back, forward, or lateral escape by comparing its reabsorption
position to the dimensions of the detector. If the K x-ray was reabsorbed, the program then
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considered the geometry of the initial beam. The distance of the final interaction from the center
of the detector

is determined in the x,y-plane from

(3.7)

where

is the center of the detector in the x,y-plane. This creates a pencil beam incident

on the center of the detector. To spread the beam across a pixel of dimensions

, random

values about the center of the pixel are chosen as expressed in

(3.8)

where uniform random numbers between 0 and 1 were chosen for dx and dy. These values were
then added to the coordinates of reabsorption for a pencil beam,

, and this simulated an

incident beam spread over the entire pixel instead of just a pencil beam. The corresponding
schematic is shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Schematic of mapping the primary photon to the center of the detector and then randomly
spreading over the pixel area MxN. The distance of the reabsorption of the K x-ray from the origin was (u,v)
which was then shifted randomly by dx and dy.
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If the mapping and spreading process shifted the reabsorption position outside of the
detector, a side escape is recorded. Otherwise the absorbed counter increased by one and the
position of reabsorption was recorded in the x,y-plane as well as along the z-axis to create a
depth profile. Then the entire process began again for the next primary photon.
The output of the code consisted of the counters that track the transmission of the primary
photon and the complete escape of the K x-ray from the detector: back, forward, and side as well
as the reabsorption of the K x-ray in the detector. The depth profile of primary photon
interaction position as well as the interaction position of the K x-ray was also recorded and
output as a data file with 10 μm increments over the detector depth. The 10 μm size was chosen
as a compromise between precision of detector position and the size of the resulting data files. A
two-dimensional matrix in which each element represented a 10 μm segment of the detector in
the x,y-plane was also created to count K x-ray reabsorption position. The matrix enabled
determination of whether the K x-ray was reabsorbed in the signaling pixel or in a neighboring
pixel. The 2-D matrix was saved as a TIFF image. It was imported into the program ImageJ
[44] to count K x-rays reabsorbed within the signaling pixel and in neighboring pixels.
Generating x-ray energy spectrum deteriorated due to characteristic x-ray escape
The results of the simulation were used to deteriorate an ideal, theoretical 120 kVp x-ray
spectrum split into five energy bins and to compare to experimental results with a CZT imaging
detector. In this case, tilted angle experiments could not be compared since, at present, a strip
pixel imaging detector does not exist. Therefore, only normal irradiation of square pixels could
be compared to experiment.
For loss of K x-rays from the signaling pixel, counts were shifted from the energy bin
corresponding to E0 to the next lowest energy bin. K x-rays received from neighboring pixels
contributed to Bin 1 of the signaling pixel, since the average energy of K x-rays from Cd and Te
falls within the energy range 20 – 40 keV. These calculations were done for each pixel size and
configuration, and square pixels of 1 mm size were compared to experiment.
Spatial resolution
Spatial blurring due to K x-ray escape was determined from the 2-D image of K x-ray
reabsorption generated by the simulation. The image was opened in ImageJ and a plot profile
was taken across the central region of the pixel. This profile was plotted and compared to the
ideal case for all reabsorption occurring in the signaling pixel. Blurring along the width of the
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strip pixels will be the same as that for square pixels, but only for normal irradiation. Under
tilted angle irradiation a greater fraction of K x-rays escape back from the detector surface, thus
reducing escape to neighboring pixels. Along the length of the strip spatial resolution is
determined by the collimation of the beam.
3.2.3 Experimental Study
Experimental measurement of a 120 kVp x-ray spectrum was done with a square pixel
CZT detector. The monolithic CZT crystal was fabricated by eV-Products (Saxonburg, PA) with
3 mm thickness, 4.7 mm width and 16 mm length. The pixels are 0.93 x 0.93 mm2 with 0.07 mm
gap between pixels. The readout channel for each pixel allowed for separating the x-ray
spectrum into five energy bins. The resulting x-ray spectrum was taken from one pixel. Further
details about the imaging CZT detector are given in Chapter 5.

3.3 Results of Simulations
Results of simulations of a square pixel at 90º incidence as well as strip pixels at 90º and
10º incidences are given below. Although 15º simulations were also done with strip pixels, the
results did not differ from 10º incidence substantially and therefore are not shown.
3.3.1 Depth Attenuation Profiles for Normal and Tilted Angle
The depth attenuation profiles of K x-ray reabsorption are shown in Figure 3.12 for 90º
and 10º incidence. The depth profiles do not depend on pixel size.
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Figure 3.12 Depth attenuation profiles of K x-rays for primary photons with different energies, for (a) 90º and
(b) 10º irradiations of CZT.
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By comparing the results from normal irradiation to tilted angle irradiation, it was clear that for
tilted angle irradiation more interactions occur near the surface of the CZT detector. As a result
of this shift of interactions toward the surface, there is more escape at the detector surface for
tilted angle irradiation, the counts at zero depth are much lower for 90º irradiation relative to the
peak counts for tilted angle irradiation. This increase in back escape can be an advantage
because it decreases escape to neighboring pixels which is difficult to correct.
3.3.2 Back and Side Escape Fractions
Escape fractions with respect to energy for each pixel size are shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13 Fractions of the side escaped and back escaped characteristic x-rays versus x-ray energy for (a)
square pixels and strip pixels with (b) 10 degree and (c) 90 degree tilt angles; (d) total escape fractions versus
pixel size for 120 keV spectrum.
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Side escape is shown for each pixel size for square pixels at normal irradiation and strip pixels at
normal and tilted angle irradiation. In each case side escape fractions increase with decreasing
pixel size. Back escape does not depend on pixel size or geometry, but is heavily dependent on
the angle of irradiation. The fraction of side escape is smaller for strip pixels compared to
square pixels, and smaller still for tilted angle irradiation compared to normal irradiation. Back
escape is highest for tilted angle irradiation, especially for low energies, approaching 50% of all
primary interactions at 30 keV. The increase in back escape is an advantage of tilted angle
irradiation, since back escape does not create crosstalk between pixels so there is no double
counting of initial photon interactions.
Total escape fractions with respect to pixel size are shown in Figure 3.13 (d) for square
and strip pixels normally irradiated, as well as for strips irradiated at 15º and 10º incidences.
Note that there is little difference between 15º and 10º incidences and that for small pixel sizes,
0.1 and 0.2 mm, square pixel escape is greater than or comparable to tilted angle irradiation of
pixel strips. Side and back escape fractions for each energy are shown in table 3.1 for square
pixels of all sizes. Table 3.2 gives escape fractions for strip pixels under normal irradiation
while escape fractions for strip pixels at 10º irradiation angle are given in Table 3.3.
Table 3.1 Characteristic x-ray escape fractions for square pixels

Energy
(keV)
30
50
70
90
110

Side escape
0.1 mm
0.44
0.55
0.62
0.65
0.66

Side escape
0.2 mm
0.31
0.39
0.44
0.46
0.47

Side escape
0.4 mm
0.18
0.24
0.265
0.28
0.283

Side escape
1 mm
0.085
0.110
0.117
0.123
0.125

Back escape
Any size
0.270
0.165
0.088
0.048
0.032

Table 3.2 Characteristic x-ray escape fractions for strip pixels, 90º irradiation

Energy
(keV)
30
50
70
90
110

Side escape
0.1 mm
0.31
0.39
0.44
0.46
0.47

Side escape
0.2 mm
0.19
0.24
0.28
0.29
0.30

Side escape
0.4 mm
0.10
0.13
0.15
0.16
0.163
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Side escape
1 mm
0.042
0.053
0.063
0.066
0.069

Back escape
Any size
0.270
0.165
0.088
0.048
0.032

Table 3.3 Characteristic x-ray escape fractions for strip pixels, 10º tilted angle

Energy
(keV)
30
50
70
90
110

Side escape
0.1 mm
0.21
0.27
0.33
0.38
0.41

Side escape
0.2 mm
0.13
0.16
0.20
0.24
0.26

Side escape
0.4 mm
0.07
0.09
0.11
0.125
0.14

Side escape
1 mm
0.030
0.038
0.047
0.053
0.056

Back escape
Any size
0.51
0.41
0.29
0.20
0.14

3.3.3 Building X-ray Spectra Considering Escape
The building components of simulated energy spectra deteriorated due to K x-ray escape
are shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14 Energy spectrum of primary x-rays (input spectrum), final x-ray spectrum deteriorated due to
characteristic x-ray escapes, and components of the final spectrum resulting from different processes.
Examples are shown for square pixels with (a) 0.1 mm and (b) 1 mm sizes, and for strip pixels with 0.1 mm
width and (c) 90º and (d) 10º tilt angles.
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Square pixels of size 0.1 and 1 mm are shown in Figure 3.14 (a) and (b), respectively,
while strip pixels of 0.1 mm width and 90° and 10° tilt angles are shown in Figure 3.14 (c) and
(d). In each case the input spectrum is shown which would also be the detected spectrum for an
ideal detector. The actual spectrum consists of three main events, 1) full absorption counts of
both the photoelectron (PE) and the K x-ray, 2) counts shifted from higher energies due to K xray escape, and 3) counts received in energy bin 1 from K x-ray escape from neighboring pixels.
The final spectrum shown is the combination of all these events. It is clear that for small
pixel sizes the deterioration is severe and the worst case is for a square pixel of 0.1x0.1 mm2 size.
3.3.4 X-ray Spectra with Full Absorption Only
Full absorption spectra are shown in Figure 3.15 for (a) square pixels, (b) strip pixels
normally irradiated, and (c) strip pixels irradiated at 10º tilt angle.
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Figure 3.15 Full absorption spectra of primary x-rays compared to input spectrum for all pixel sizes and
configurations: (a) square pixels, (b) strip pixels with normal irradiation, and (c) strip pixels with 10° tilted
angle irradiation.
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As pixel size decreases, full absorption counts decrease significantly. The effect is less
severe for strip pixels normally irradiated than square pixels or tilted angle strip pixels. Square
pixels suffer more from side escape while tilted angle increases back escape.
3.3.5 Final X-ray Spectrum
Final x-ray spectra deteriorated due to K x-ray escape along with input spectra are shown
in Figure 3.16 for (a) square pixels, (b) strip pixels normally irradiated, and (c) strip pixels
irradiated at 10º tilt angle. These results show how pixel size and geometry affect the detected xray spectrum. Deterioration is most severe for square pixels and for small pixel size for all pixel
geometries.
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Figure 3.16 X-ray spectra deteriorated due to K x-ray escape with (a) square pixels, (b) strip pixels with
normal irradiation, and (c) strip pixels with 10° tilted angle irradiation.
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3.3.6 2-D Mapping of K x-ray Reabsorption
The 2-D maps of K x-ray reabsorption position for a central pixel irradiated while
surrounding pixels are not are shown for square pixels of different sizes in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17 2D maps of characteristic x-ray absorption and central profiles. The primary x-ray beam was
shaped to a square beam normally incident on the CZT surface. The dotted rectangles indicate size and
intensity of the primary x-ray beam.

Corresponding plot profiles are also shown. These results show the effect of K x-ray escape on
spatial resolution. As pixel size decreases a greater fraction of counts contribute to counts in
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neighboring pixels, resulting in double counting and destroying both energy and spatial
resolution. Figure 3.18 shows results of simulations of a central pixel not irradiated while
surrounding pixels are irradiated. These results show counts received due to K x-ray escape
from neighboring pixels.
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Figure 3.18 2D maps of K x-ray absorption are shown. A large beam irradiated the CZT surface except for
the square pixel areas at the center. The image profiles show contamination of the unexposed pixel by
characteristic x-rays from surrounding areas. Pixel sizes were in the 0.1-1 mm range.

3.3.7 Spatial Resolution
Spatial blurring for a central pixel irradiated while neighboring pixels are not irradiated is
quantified in Figure 3.19. The central pixel is designated as pixel position „0‟ and counts are
shown for this pixel as well as neighboring pixels. Square pixels of different sizes are shown in
Figure 3.19 (a) while Figure 3.19 (b) shows results for 0.1 mm width pixels for strips at 90º and
10º as well as 0.1 mm square pixel.
Also shown is spatial resolution for strip pixels in the direction of the strip collimator for
width 0.1 mm. In this direction there is no spatial blurring. The best spatial resolution along the
pixel width direction for 0.1 mm pixels is for 10º tilt angle irradiation of a strip pixel.
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Figure 3.19 Loss of spatial resolution due to K x-ray escape for (a) a 2D array of square pixels and (b)
scanning slit imaging with a 1D array of strip pixels. Counts versus pixel positions are plotted. Spatial
resolution is compared in (b) for four cases including square pixels, strip pixels at two irradiation angles, and
a strip pixel in the scanning slit direction determined by slit width (chosen same as strip width).

3.3.8 Experimental Results with Square Pixel Compared to Simulation
Experimental results are shown in Figure 3.20 along with the simulated spectrum for a
square pixel of 1 mm width.
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Figure 3.20 Measured x-ray spectrum as compared to simulated and input spectra. The experimental
spectrum was deteriorated more than predicted due to K x-ray escape. Other factors affecting the spectrum
might be due to hole trapping, and charge sharing due to charge diffusion.

The beam measured was 120 kVp with 10 cm acrylic filter. The input spectrum is also plotted to
show the severity of deterioration of the measured and simulated spectrum. The experiment is
more severely deteriorated than the simulated spectrum. This may be due to hole trapping
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effects which were not accounted for in the simulation. Hole trapping can be accounted for by
physical modifications, such as tilted angle irradiation shown in the previous chapter.

3.4 Conclusions and Advantages of Tilted Angle Irradiation of Strip Pixels
Simulation results indicate that strip pixels suffer less overall from K x-ray escape than
square pixels. Along the length of the strip pixel, spatial resolution is governed by the width of
the collimation slit of the x-ray beam. Strip pixels have the advantage of operation in tilted angle
mode. Tilted angle configuration reduces hole trapping effects, as shown in the previous
chapter. It also allows for a thinner CZT crystal to be used without decreasing detection
efficiency. A thinner crystal reduces lateral spread of charge due to diffusion as charge drifts to
its electrode. The diffusion reduces spatial and energy resolutions similar to K x-ray escape and
should be limited.
The additional advantage of tilted angle irradiation of strip pixels is the increase in back
escape, resulting in less K x-ray escape to neighboring pixels. Since the energy of the K x-rays
is discrete and known, correction methods can be developed relatively easily to account for K xray loss due to back escape.
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4 IMAGING CZT DETECTOR
The hole trapping in CZT material and charge sharing between detector pixels will
negatively affect the performance of future x-ray and CT imaging systems with energy resolving
CZT detectors. Currently no such system is available for clinical application. The hardware and
software based methods described in previous chapters can help to resolve these problems. In
this chapter an experimental imaging system is described based on a pixelated CZT detector.
Details of the imaging system, results of spectroscopic measurements, as well as spectral CT
images of a clinically relevant phantom will be presented. Limitations of the system due to
presence of the hole trapping and charge sharing will be discussed, along with possible methods
of improvements in future research.
The multi-pixel CZT imaging detector was presented briefly in Chapter 3. The purpose
there was to compare the experimental measurement of a 120 kVp x-ray spectrum to the
simulated spectrum deteriorated due to characteristic x-ray escape for a 1x1mm2 square pixel. In
this chapter a detailed description of the CZT detection system is given. Each pixel in the
detector is capable of separating a counted photon into one of five energy bins. It has been
shown that for most medical imaging applications, increasing the number of bins beyond five
does not significantly improve SNR [17]. Blurring at the borders of the energy bins due to hole
trapping and charge sharing has inhibited the detector from reaching its theoretical potential.

4.1 Description of the NEXIS Detector
The detector system used in this study was purchased from NOVA R&D, Inc. (Riverside,
CA). The system, known as NEXISTM (N-Energy X-ray Imaging Scanning), consists of a linear
CZT pixel array and integrated circuit (IC) readout electronics [45].
The monolithic CZT has 3 mm thickness, 4.7 mm width and 16 mm length. The entrance
surface is covered with a continuous Pt electrode of submicron thickness. The pixel array also
consists of thin Pt electrodes and is on the other side of the crystal. The pixels are 0.93 x 0.93
mm2with a 0.07 mm gap in between pixels. There are sixteen CZT crystal modules, each with
two rows of 16 pixels for a total of two rows of 256 pixels. A schematic of the crystal and pixel
array is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Pixel configuration of the CZT detector used for experiments.

Readout electronics
The IC electronics are called XENATM (X-ray ENergy-binning Applicaitons). The
XENA IC has 32 readout channels. Each pixel is connected to its own readout channel as shown
in the schematic in Figure 4.2 (a). Each channel has five independent compensators that could
be set to different threshold levels. Each compensator is connected to a counter with 16-bit
capacity. An example of threshold settings is shown for a 120kVp x-ray beam in Figure 4.2 (b)
where the five thresholds levels are 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 keV. This creates 5 energy bins with
20 keV widths. The result is that five different images with five different energies can be
acquired from one image acquisition by subtracting data in Di+1 from data in Di.

4.2 Importance of Energy Resolution
Photon counting alone offers improvements in SNR compared to charge-integrating
detectors, however, the main advantage lies in energy resolution. The ability to separate a single
image into multiple energy bins allows for task-dependent energy-weighting. Energy-weighting
applies a weighting factor, ω(E), to an image to increase contrast between the background and
the object of interest. This weighting factor depends on the attenuation coefficients of the
background and object. Consider the background object in Figure 4.3 with embedded contrast
object. A beam of energy E with photon intensity N0 is incident on a background material with
thickness L. Part of the beam passes through contrast material of thickness d. Photon intensity
detected without and with the contrast material are designated as Nb and Nc, respectively. If a
weighting factor is applied to these detected photons, the SNR is optimized and contrast is
enhanced [15].
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Figure 4.2 (a) Readout electronics for each pixel are able to separate measurements in to energy bins. (b) Xray energy spectrum of 120 kVp tube voltage split into 5 energy bins. Simulations were performed for the
average energies in these energy bins.
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Figure 4.3 Background object with embedded contrast object. The attenuation coefficients of each material
for incoming photons, N0, with energy E are b(E) and c(E), respectively. The number of photons
transmitted through the background without and with contrast are given by Nb and Nc, respectively.

The weighting factor is derived from the values of Nb and Nc, given by

(4.1)

The quotient of the sum and difference of Nb and Nc is the weighting factor, the result of which
to depends on the attenuation coefficients of the background and contrast material and the
thickness of the contrast material [17], as shown by
(4.2)
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Therefore, this weighting factor is task-dependent in that it takes into account the type of contrast
object of interest. If energy resolution is deteriorated, weighting images is less effective.
In addition to energy-weighting, material decomposition in a single scan is possible with
an energy-resolving detector. The basic decomposition process achieved by dual-energy
subtraction is shown in Figure 4.4 (a).The linear attenuation coefficients of some materials vary a
great deal over the diagnostic x-ray spectrum while some vary only a little. This fact is shown in
Figure 4.4 (b) for the linear attenuation coefficients of breast tissue and calcifications in the
breast that may indicate breast cancer. Dual-energy subtraction exploits this difference using
two images, one low energy and one high energy. A factor is applied to one of the images to
cancel a material, either tissue or calcification, for example, so that only the material of interest
is visible when the two images are subtracted. The process can be done with a single image if
energy resolution is possible and the image can be divided into high and low energy images. If
energy resolution is deteriorated, the process is less effective, as is the case with energyweighting.
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Figure 4.4 (a) Basic process of material decomposition by dual-energy subtraction. (b) Difference in
attenuation coefficients between breast tissue and calcifications that might indicate breast cancer.

The CZT imaging detector suffers from charge sharing between pixels which causes
significant deterioration of energy resolution. Although resolution of each individual photon is
not necessary, blurring at the borders of energy bins, shown in figure 4.5 (a) hinders the detector
from practical capabilities. Figure 4.5 (a) shows examples of energy resolution for an ideal
detector with no blurring, as well as a practical detector with inherent blurring due to statistical
fluctuations. The actual pixel detector has significant blurring, mainly due to charge sharing.
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This creates overlap at the energy bin borders; an example is shown in Figure 4.5 (b).We
investigated blurring in the detector by measuring isotope sources.
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Figure 4.5 (a) Example of ideal energy spectrum compared to a practical detector and an available pixel
detector. (b) Blurring across the borders of the energy bins for a polychromatic x-ray spectrum decreases
energy-resolving advantages of the detector.

4.3 Isotope Measurements with the NEXIS Detector
Energy spectra for isotope sources were acquired by changing voltage threshold settings
with step size for 0.1 V for 241Am and 0.2 V for 57Co. Once the set of pixel images were
acquired, the image set was duplicated and one set shifted so that the two could be subtracted. In
this way the number of counts per energy bin could be determined. The energy spectra are
shown in Figure 4.6.
241
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Figure 4.6 Measured spectra for several adjacent pixels for (a) 241Am and (b) 57Co.
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Data were normalized to peak number of counts. The threshold voltages were calibrated so that
the average peak position across all pixels corresponds to the energy of the particular isotope.
The broadening of the peaks in each case indicates the degree of spectral blurring in the detector.

4.4 Imaging Experiments with NEXIS Detector
In spite of the high degree of energy blurring, preliminary spectral CT images have been
obtained of an acrylic phantom with embedded contrast of CaCO3, water, and aluminum wires.
Details of the phantom are shown in Figure 4.7. The 14 cm diameter size of the phantom
corresponds to the average breast size of women in the United States [2, 46]. CaCO3 represents
calcifications in the breast that may indicate the presence of breast cancer.
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Figure 4.7 Schematic of phantom including aluminum wires and CaCO 3 contrast.

The spectral CT images are shown in Figure 4.8 where a single image has been divided
into five energy bins Figure 4.8 (a–e) and the final composite image of all energies in Figure 4.8
(f). The separation of the composite image into separate energy bins allowed for decomposing
the images for a material of interest, however, overlap at the border of the low and high energy
bins reduced the overall effectiveness of the dual-energy subtraction technique. An example of
the energy spectrum overlap at the energy bin border is shown in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.10 shows
results from material decomposition by dual-energy subtraction. The original image is shown in
Figure 4.10 (a) while Figure 4.10 (b) shows the decomposition of tissue when CaCO3 is the
material of interest and Figure 4.10 (c) shows the image of decomposed CaCO3.
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Figure 4.8 (a-e) Spectral CT images of resolution phantom acquired in 5 energy bins and (f) the final CT
image composed from 5 bin data.
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Figure 4.9 Overlapping at the border between low and high energy bins for dual-energy subtraction limits the
effectiveness of this technique.
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4.5 Conclusions and Modification of Imaging CZT Detector
The spectral CT images presented here demonstrate the capabilities of the CZT detector.
Material decomposition in a single scan reduces patient dose compared to multiple scans and
also eliminates blurring artifacts due to patient motion between scans. However, due to the
energy blurring at bin border discussed previously, the CZT detector does not yet reach its full
potential.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.10 Material decomposition with Spectral CT: (a) image of the resolution phantom, (b) tissuecancelled image, and (c) CaCO3 cancelled image.

The characterization of the CZT detector done for this dissertation explored low energy
tailing of energy spectra in the detector. We showed that hole trapping effects can be reduced by
manipulation of detector configuration. We also showed that it is possible to correct for
characteristic x-ray escape by applying results from simulations that were done. The results
point to a detector configuration of strip pixels operated in tilted angle mode with respect to the
beam offers the most promising means of reducing spectral tailing in the detector. This
configuration reduces hole trapping and crosstalk between detector pixels. It also allows the use
of a thinner CZT crystal without loss of detection efficiency. A thinner crystal can decrease
charge sharing effects by reducing charge diffusion, which would also improve energy
resolution.
Future research should include the fabrication a thin strip pixel CZT detector for
operation in tilted angle mode. Images from this detector should be compared to the square pixel
detector presented here to determine improvements in energy resolution and SNR. These results
should also be compared to conventional x-ray imaging detectors to verify that a photon
counting, energy-resolving CZT detector is viable for clinical implementation. The benefits of
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the detector for patient dose reduction and diagnostic value should be evaluated against cost of
implementation of this new technology. However, the next chapter demonstrates that a CZT
detector for diagnostic spectroscopy requires only slight modifications to be clinically applicable.
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5 X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY WITH A CZT DETECTOR
The previous chapters showed that through tilted angle geometry spectral tailing can be
sufficiently reduced. It was also shown that through characteristic x-ray escape simulations K-xray escape effects can be predicted. We can now apply tilted angle irradiation and K-escape
correction methods for x-ray spectroscopy in the diagnostic energy range.
X-ray spectroscopy itself is an important area of study to characterize diagnostic x-ray
beams. Radiation protection and dosimetry calculations rely on accurate information about the
x-ray beam. Proper characterization is also needed for image quality assessment in x-ray and CT
imaging to determine the detection efficiency of the detector. Complete knowledge of the x-ray
beam is also required for spectral x-ray and CT imaging. Currently there is not a spectroscopy
method available for easy, in-house measurements.
Measurements of diagnostic x-ray spectra have traditionally been done using high-purity
germanium detectors (HPGe) [14, 47]. These detectors offer high energy resolution and
sufficient x-ray absorption. The disadvantage is that, because of the low atomic number of Ge,
the volume of the detector must be quite large and Compton scatter in the detector is significant.
Also, HPGe detectors require cooling with liquid nitrogen to achieve high energy resolution.
The overall effect is that HPGe detectors are bulky and unwieldy, making them unsuitable for
clinical use where space between the x-ray source and detector is often limited. The use of liquid
nitrogen also makes the detector relatively expensive, another drawback for widespread use.
Recently, attention has been given to CdTe and CZT detectors as attractive alternatives to
the large and expensive HPGe detectors. Table 5.1 shows properties of CdTe and CZT detectors
compared to HPGe detectors. Both CdTe and CZT have higher effective atomic number and
higher density than germanium so a much smaller volume can be used to achieve the same
detection efficiency. CZT has the additional advantage over CdTe that it can operate at room
temperature.
Table 5.1 Properties of detectors for x-ray spectroscopy

Effective
atomic number
HPGe
32
CdTe
49
Cd0.9Zn0.1T
49

Density (g/cc)

Cooling requirements

5.33
6.06
5.78

LN2, -200 ºC
Peltier cooler, -40 to -20ºC
None required
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CdTe detectors have been studied for spectroscopy of diagnostic x-rays with corrections
for hole trapping and K x-ray escape as well as Compton scatter [48]. Thin detectors were used
in the study to reduce hole trapping issues, however, this also decreases detection efficiency.
CdZnTe detectors have also been investigated for mammography [49] and diagnostic [50] x-ray
spectroscopy, however, in each case it has been necessary to apply corrections for hole trapping.
These corrections may not apply broadly to CZT detectors as hole trapping varies with crystal
purity and may change with each detector.
It was shown in Chapter 2 that tilted angle irradiation can be used as a physical method to
reduce the effects of hole trapping which does not depend on crystal purity. In Chapter 3
characteristic escape fractions were calculated which can be applied to deteriorated spectra to
account for loss of energy resolution. Here, we combine these results to show that CZT detectors
are viable for in-house spectroscopy of diagnostic x-rays.
In addition, we use a detector geometry that differs from the planar geometry previously
presented. The alternate detector is what is known as a capacitive grid detector [51, 52]. This
type of detector operates with a gradient electric field, as opposed to the uniform electric field
found in the planar detector. The field is distorted by extension of the cathode by 1 or 2 mm
around the edges of the detector. The objective is to create an electron-only device, unlike the
planar detector which operates as an electron-hole collection device.
We combined the capacitive grid detector with tilted angle irradiation geometry to
effectively eliminate hole trapping effects. We then applied correction techniques to the
measured spectra to account for K x-ray escape. We measured both monoenergetic isotope
sources and x-ray spectra typically used in diagnostic applications. We compared the results to
normal irradiation of both a planar and capacitive grid detector to quantify improvement. The
result indicate that normal irradiation of the capacitive grid detector provides similar
improvement to the planar detector in tilted angle mode, however, the combination of tilted angle
irradiation and the capacitive grid detector offer the best results.

5.1 Evaluating a CZT Detector for X-ray Spectroscopy
5.1.1 Modifying Interaction Depth and Electric Field
Recall from Chapter 2 that signal amplitude depends on the depth of interaction and this
depth dependence is due to the large difference between the mean free path lengths of electrons
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and holes. More precisely, it is the small mean free path length of the holes that creates this
depth depends because holes become trapped and cannot contribute to the signal. The mean free
path length was said to be directly dependent on the applied electric field in the detector.
Therefore, by decreasing the electric field the mean free path length is also reduced. This
becomes a useful phenomenon in creating an electron-only collection device. By decreasing the
electric field in a small region of the detector where charge is created, holes are even more likely
to become trapped. Since electrons have a larger mean free path length they are still able to drift
out of the low field region of the detector. Once in the high field region they contribute to signal
as usual. Schematics of the electric field lines for a planar and capacitive grid detector are shown
in Figure 5.1.
normal

tilted angle

normal

tilte

tilted angle
z

L

L
+HV

+HV

V
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1 Schematics of electric field lines and x-ray incidence in (a) a planar detector and (b) a capacitive
grid detector. The interaction depth of the primary photon is given by z and the angle of incidence between
the beam and the detector surface is given by α.

The use of tilted angle irradiation with the capacitive grid detector ensures that most
interactions occur in the low field region. Interactions that occur in the high field region can
contribute to low energy tailing because holes are not trapped as easily. Also, electrons may
travel different distances to generate signal for the same primary photon energy and recall that
signal is generated for the charge in motion.
5.1.2 Measurements with Planar and Capacitive Grid Detectors
Both the planar and capacitive grid detectors used in this study were purchased from eVProducts (Saxonburg, PA). Schematics of the detectors are shown in Figure 5.2. The planar
detector is the same detector used in Chapter 2 for tilted angle irradiation studies. The capacitive
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1 full turn=1mm

grid detector is a Single Point Extended Area Radiation (SPEAR) detector with CAPtureTM
technology. The CZT crystal in the capacitive grid detector is 5x5x5 mm3 and the cathode
CZT

x-rays

extends 2 mm around the sides of the crystal. The CZT is enclosed in a brass casing.

CZT
Electrodes

Electrodes

CZT

CZT

(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2 Schematic of (a) planar detector and (b) capacitive grid detector with housing and electrodes.

It was necessary to create a hole in this housing, as shown in the schematic, to perform
tilted angle irradiation measurements to reduce scatter and attenuation of low energy photons.
The hole was covered with a 0.1 mm thick Al foil. A photo of the detectors is shown in Figure
5.3 to demonstrate the small size of the detectors. The electronics used were the same as those
used in Chapter 2 for the planar detector. The exception for the capacitive grid detector is that
the preamplifier is contained in the detector housing. A bias voltage of 800V was applied to the
capacitive grid detector while the planar detector was again operated at 300V.

Figure 5.3 Planar detector (top) and capacitive grid detector (bottom). The small size and ability to operate
at room temperature make CZT detectors ideal for clinical use.

Isotope sources measurements
Radioisotope sources were measured to compare low energy tailing for each detector at
different angles of incidence between the source and detector surface. The measurements were
also used to calibrate the x-ray spectra from the ADC. Two isotopes were chosen based on their
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prominent energy peaks within the diagnostic energy range. The maximum energy from a 120
kVp beam corresponds well to the 122 keV peak from 57Co while the average energy of a 120
kVp beam corresponds closely to the 59.5 keV peak from 241Am. Each was measured at 90° and
30° angles of incidence. A tungsten collimator with 1 mm diameter opening was used to
collimate the 57Co source. The low activity of the 241Am source required a wider collimation of
3 mm, which was done with lead. Peak-to-total ratios were determined to quantify low energy
tailing of the spectra, with the peak energy window set to 10% of the peak maximum.
X-ray measurements/simulations
The x-ray source used in this study was a model A-142 x-ray tube with rotating W-anode
and 10° target angle powered by a high-frequency generator (Varian Medical Systems). The
tube was capable of voltages between 40 and 120 kVp and tube currents between 0.5 and 2.5
mA. Figure 5.4 shows a schematic of the x-ray set-up. The inherent filtration of the system was
2 mm Al and an additional Al plate was permanently mounted to the output of the source.
Acrylic was also added between the beam and detector. The half value layer (HVL) at 120 kVp
was 6.75 mm Al. The beam was collimated near the detector with Pb having a hole with
diameter of 0.5 mm. The detectors were mounted to a stage which could be moved by
submillimeter steps in the plane perpendicular to the x-ray beam. This helped ensure that the
beam was incident on the center of the detector.
5cm

CZT
Pb
0.5mm

21cm
Acrylic

Pb
5.0mm

21cm
1.2mm
Pb
21cm
x-ray

Figure 5.4 Schematic of the x-ray system with acrylic filter and lead collimators used for x-ray spectroscopy.

Although the lowest current setting of 0.5 mA was used for the 120 kVp beam, the count
rate was still too high, creating a large dead time, so that further filtration was required. Acrylic
sheets were used to reduce counts, with thicknesses 5, 5, and 10 cm for 60, 80, and 120 kVp
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beams, respectively. Each detector measured 60, 80, and 120 kVp beams at normal incidence
and at a tilt angle of 30º between beam and detector surface.
Simulations were performed using a program called SpekCalc [5]. An unfiltered beam
with 10º anode angle and appropriate kVp was obtained from the program for each beam energy
measured. The appropriate acrylic and aluminum filtration was then added to the simulated
beam, corresponding to experimental parameters. Under tilted angle irradiation the beam passes
through a greater thickness of the Al present at the detector surface and this increased thickness
was taken into account in the simulations.
After filtering, the simulated beam was then convolved with a Gaussian kernel to include
statistical and electronic noise. The FWHM of the full energy peak of

241

Am isotope

measurement with the capacitive grid detector in tilted angle mode was used to determine the
width of the kernel. The low energy (59.5 keV) with the capacitive grid detector at 30º results in
very little tailing and therefore this width can be assumed to be approximately due only to
statistical and electronic noise.
5.1.3 Correcting for K x-ray Escape
Monte Carlo simulations were performed to determine characteristic escape fractions
from the incident surface of the detector. These escape fractions were then applied to measured
x-ray spectra to correct for K x-ray escape. Both codes were written in IDL and can be found in
Appendix C.
K x-ray back escape fractions
The process to determine K x-ray escape fractions is similar to previous code written for
a pixelated CZT detector, described in Chapter 3. The exceptions are that 1) instead of choosing
five energy bins, energy was sampled in 1 keV intervals from 20 to 120 keV and 2) only back
escape was considered. Back escape from Cd and Te were tracked independently so that the
proper escape energy would be known, since the K x-rays from Cd and Te each have different
energies. The code was also run where the average K x-ray energy of Cd and Te was used, 25
keV, and this proved to give similar results when correcting x-ray spectra as tracking them
independently. However, since independent tracking is not difficult this method was chosen to
correct spectra to be as accurate as possible.
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It was assumed that forward and lateral escapes are negligible based on findings from the
previous code. As a result, the azimuthal angles of the K x-rays from Cd and Te were not
calculated, and the coordinates of reabsorption were not recorded. The simplified flowchart for
the back escape code is shown in Figure 5.5. At each primary energy value, E0, 105 primary
photons were simulated. Once the K escape fractions were known they could be applied to make
corrections to the measured spectra.
Correcting x-ray spectra
The true number of photons that interact with energy E0 include those which are fully
absorbed and those which are lost due to K escape (neglecting scatter as we do here). The K
escape fractions can be used to determine the number of lost counts. A separate code was
written in which the measured spectra could be uploaded, after having been interpolated to an
energy step size of 1 keV. The corrections for K-x-ray escape were made beginning with the
highest energy value, Emax, e.g., 120 keV for 120 kVp x-ray spectra. At Emax, the number of
counts measured is assumed to be only due to the full absorption of primary photons with energy
Emax. The true number of counts, however, is the measured counts plus counts lost due to K
escape. These counts are shifted to lower energies, specifically Emax – Ek, where Ek is the energy
of the K x-ray.
input
x-ray photon
sample
z-coordinate
increase
"interacted"
count

no

z>=L?

increase
yes "transmitted"
count

split into Te
and Cd process
no

Te process?

yes

find d1,
find
d1,
θ1,1,A1
A1
find
find d2,
d2, 2,A2
θ2,
A2
no

A2<=0

no

A1<=0
yes

increase
"absorbed"
count

yes increase "Te
back escape"
count

increase "Cd
back escape"
count

Figure 5.5 Flowchart of the Monte Carlo simulations for tracking back escape of K x-rays from the front
surface of the CZT detector.
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Using the escape fraction values generated previously, we were able to determine the number of
counts lost. The measured counts were then increased by this amount. The general expression
for true counts is given by
(5.1)
Here, Nt(E0) is the true number of photons with energy E0 that interact by photoelectric effect in
the detector, Nd(E0) is the number of detected photons with energy E0, Ns(E0) is the number of
photons with energy E0 shifted to energy

due to characteristic K x-ray escape, Ns(E) is

the number of photons incorrectly detected with energy E0shifted from the true number of
photons Nt(E) with energies

. For

,

, since no counts are

shifted from higher energies. In that case, the number of true counts is given by
(5.2)
Here,

is the fraction of true photon interactions with energy E0 that result in K x-

ray escape and is determined from the Monte Carlo simulation discussed previously.
To properly use the above expressions, the correction process must begin with counts at
the peak voltage, Emax, to ensure that Nt(E0) is determined correctly. Values for

greater

than Emax do not include counts that have been shifted from higher energies. Once Nt is
determined at higher energies, we know Ns, the correct amount to reduce counts at lower
energies where

is less than Emax. The number of true counts with full absorption, Nd,

can then be calculated. Treating each energy bin, in 1 keV steps, from Emax down to the lowest
measured energies, allows us to properly use this correction technique. The measured spectrum
is corrected using
(5.3)
In this case, ETe and ECd are given by
(5.4)
and are the energies shifted from E0 by the average K x-ray energies for Cd and Te, respectively.
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The value of

represents counts from higher energies shifted energies from E0 by

the K x-ray energies for Cd and Te, respectively. This value is dependent on whether ETe,Cd is
greater than or less than Emax, as expressed by

(5.5)

5.1.4 Evaluating Corrected Spectra
Differential and integral deviations between corrected x-ray spectra and simulated spectra
were used as quantitative criteria to characterize the accuracy of the spectroscopy method with
escape corrections. The differential deviation represents point-by-point deviation of the
measured and simulated spectra, while the integral deviation represents a single number specific
to a pair of measured and simulated spectra and takes into account deviations that occur at all
energy points.
The differential deviation, D(E),between two spectra was determined at a given energy
value, E, between the measured spectrum corrected for K x-ray escape and the simulated
spectrum and was calculated using

(5.6)

The term Ncorr(E) is the number of counts measured with energy E after correcting for K escape
and Nsim(E) is the number of counts simulated with energy E. Values of D(E) at or near zero
indicate that the corrected measurement and simulation agree well with one another.
The integral deviation, I, was determined according to
(5.7)
The term Nenergies is the number of points in the energy range from Emin to Emax. The value in the
denominator is the average number of counts and is given by
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(5.8)

5.2 Results of Measurements and Corrections
Isotope sources
Results of isotope measurements are shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. Measurements
with both the planar detector and capacitive grid detector are shown for normal and tilted angle
irradiation. Results from the 57Co source are shown in Figure 5.6 for (a) 90º and (b) 30º
irradiation angles. It is clear from Figure 5.6 (a) that the planar detector at normal irradiation
results in significant tailing of the energy spectrum. This tailing is reduced with the capacitive
grid detector under normal irradiation. In Figure 5.6 (b) it is clear that the energy spectrum for
the planar detector is improved for tilted angle irradiation, however, there is virtually no tailing
using the capacitive grid detector at 30º tilt angle.
Results from the 241Am source are shown in Figure 5.7. The improvement in low energy
tailing for the planar detector from (a) 90º to (b) 30º angles of irradiation is not as evident for this
source. This is because the lower energy of the source means that most interactions take place
near the surface even under normal irradiation. However, the improvement from planar to
capacitive grid detector is seen for both irradiation angles.
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Figure 5.6 Spectra measured with planar and capacitive grid detectors for Co (122 keV) at incident angles
of (a) 90º and (b) 30º. At 90º incidence heavy tailing is observed, especially for the planar detector. At 30º
angle tailing is reduced for the planar detector and nearly eliminated for the capacitive grid detector.
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Figure 5.7 Spectra with planar and capacitive grid detectors for 241Am (59.5 keV) at incident angles of (a) 90º
and (b) 30º. At 90º incidence some tailing is observed for the planar detector while minimal tailing is seen for
the capacitive grid detector. At 30º tilt angle tailing is reduced for the planar detector and eliminated for the
capacitive grid detector.

Peak-to-total ratios are given in Table 5.2 and help quantify improvements in tailing using the
capacitive grid detector in tilted angle mode. For an ideal detector the peak-to-total ratio is
100%.
Table 5.2 Peak-to-total ratios for isotope measurements (%)

Co-57 (122 keV)
Am-241 (59.6 keV)

Planar 90o
18
52

CapGrid 90o
32
82

Planar 30o
31
62

CapGrid 30o
77
83

X-ray spectra
Results from x-ray spectra measurements are shown in Figure 5.8 through Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.8 shows results for a 120 kVp beam with the planar detector in normal (a) and tilted
angle (b) irradiation modes. For energies above ~60 keV the measured counts are much lower
than the simulated counts for normal irradiation. These high energy counts are shifted to lower
energies, especially evident in the blurring of the shoulder around 60 keV. The tailing effect
decreases for tilted angle irradiation, but is still visible.
The capacitive grid detector measurements are shown in (c) and (d) of Figure 5.8. The
normal irradiation of the capacitive grid detector in Figure 5.8 (c) shows a tailing effect similar
to the tilted angle irradiation effect of the planar detector. The best improvement, however, is
seen in Figure 5.8 (d) where almost no tailing can be observed for tilted angle irradiation of the
capacitive grid detector. The presence of counts in the energy range below ~30 keV is accounted
for using the K x-ray escape corrections.
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Figure 5.8 Measured, corrected, and simulated 120 kVp spectra. Results with (a, b) planar and (c, d)
capacitive grid CZT detectors are presented for (a, c) 90º and (b, d) 30º irradiation angles.

Results for 80 kVp x-ray measurements are shown in Figure 5.9. Again, measured
counts in the region above 60 keV are suppressed compared to simulation for the planar detector
under normal irradiation Figure 5.9 (a). Results for the planar detector at 30º tilt angle in Figure
5.9 (b) and the capacitive grid detector under normal irradiation in Figure 5.9 (c) are similar.
There is tailing due to hole trapping compared to the planar detector under normal irradiation.
The best result is for the capacitive grid detector at 30º tilt angle, shown in Figure 5.9 (d). The
correction for K x-ray escape effectively removes low energy counts and restores them to the
higher region.
The 60 kVp results shown in Figure 5.10 suffer less severely from hole trapping effects,
even for the planar detector under normal irradiation shown in Figure 5.10 (a). Slight
improvements are evident using the planar detector at 30º tilt angle in Figure 5.10 (b) and the
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capacitive grid detector under both normal, Figure 5.10 (c), and tilted angle, Figure 5.10(d),
irradiation incidences. The major effect seen for the 60 kVp beams is that most interactions take
place near the surface, regardless of incident angle, and therefore a greater amount of K x-ray
escape occurs. This escape is sufficiently accounted for using our correction method.
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Figure 5.9 Measured, corrected, and simulated 80kVp spectra. Results with (a, b) planar and (c, d) capacitive
grid CZT detectors are presented for (a, c) 90º and (b, d) 30º irradiation angles.

The overall results of the x-ray measurements are shown in the differential deviations in
Figure 5.11 and the integral deviations in Table 5.3. The differential deviations for 60 kVp
results, Figure 5.11 (a), all fall near zero, indicating good agreement with simulation in each
case. This conclusion is further justified in the small integral deviation values in Table 5.3. The
80 kVp results, Figure 5.11 (b), show that the least deviation from simulation occurs for the
capacitive grid detector in tilted angle mode. The same is true for the 120 kVp results, Figure
5.11 (c).
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Figure 5.10 Measured, corrected, and simulated 60 kVp spectra. Results with (a, b) planar and (c, d)
capacitive grid CZT detectors are presented for (a, c) 90º and (b, d) 30º irradiation angles.

5.3 Conclusions and Advantages of Tilted Angle Irradiation with a Capacitive
Grid Detector
The benefits of a CZT detector for diagnostic x-ray spectroscopy have been inhibited due
to low energy tailing as a result of hole trapping. We showed that modifying the interaction
depth using tilted angle irradiation offers similar improvements to modifying the electric field
with the capacitive grid detector. We combined these two physical methods of improving
spectral tailing by using the capacitive grid detector in tilted angle irradiation. We showed that
this combination effectively eliminates hole trapping effects for energies up to 120 kVp if
corrections are done form K x-ray escape.
Our x-ray system was not capable of beam energies larger than 120 kVp, although some
diagnostic applications such as chest x-ray use energies up to 140 kVp. At this higher energy
Compton scatter increases and may become significant. Further study is needed to determine
whether it is necessary to account for Compton scatter at energies above 120 kVp. For our
purposes a tilt angle of 30 sufficiently modified the depth of interaction to decrease low energy
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tailing. However, higher energies may require further decrease in tilt angle as interaction depth
increase.
The capacitive grid detector used here was designed for normal irradiation of high energy
gamma rays. To optimize the detector for tilted angle operation of low energy diagnostic x-rays
it may be necessary to adjust certain parameters including geometry of the CZT crystal, length of
cathode extension, and operating voltage. The x-ray beam should also be optimized by proper
collimation to decrease dead time when x-ray flux is high.
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Figure 5.11 Differential deviations between measured spectra after K escape corrections and simulated
spectra at (a) 60 kVp, (b) 80 kVp, and (c) 120 kVp tube voltages.
Table 5.3 Integral deviation of x-ray spectra (%)

60 kVp
80 kVp
120 kVp

Planar 90o
10
22
47

CapGrid 90o
6.6
13
36
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Planar 30o
4.2
11
32

CapGrid 30o
5.0
5.5
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APPENDIX A SIMULATING CZT DETECTOR USING THE HECHT
FORMALISM
Hecht Theory
The signal amplitude resulting from an interaction at some depth in a semiconductor
detector is related to depth by the Hecht relation:

(A.1)

where:
E0= energy of the incident photon
L = thickness of the detector
z = distance from incident surface where interaction takes place, and
λe, λh = mean free drift lengths of electrons and holes, respectively.
Figure A.1 shows the basic process of photon interaction in a semiconductor crystal. An
electric field is applied in the detector. The photon is incident at some angle α with respect to the
detector surface, usually the cathode side of the detector.
incoming
photon
HV
z
L-z

L

CZT

Figure A.1 Schematic of electron-hole pair generation due to photon incident at angle α with respect to CZT
surface. The thickness of the CZT is L and holes and electrons travel a distance of z and L-z, respectively, as
they drift toward their respective electrodes.

Simulating the energy spectrum
Simulation of the energy spectrum was done using Origin 7.0 graphing software. The
differential number of pulses, dN, within an energy increment, dE, was determined for various
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energies of incident photons under different irradiation geometries. The following steps were
taken to simulate the spectrum:
1. Numerically solve for the inverse of equation (A.1) to find z(E).
a. Because z(E) is a multi-valued expression, E(z) was first split into two curves, a long
curve labeled „A‟ and a short curve labeled „B‟, shown in Figure A.2.
2. The inverse of each curve was then plotted and the derivative of was determined, dz/dE.
3. The product of the derivative and the differential of the photon intensity was calculated,
. Values

were determined using the appropriate geometry of the

simulation and (E) for the simulated energy, E0.
4. The resulting product was plotted and interpolated to achieve a step size for E/E0 of
.
5. The two curves were then summed for corresponding values of E/E0. The result is the final
theoretical spectrum without noise.
6. The final spectrum was convolved with a Gaussian kernel. The sigma of the kernel
accounted for statistical and electronic noise.
7. Values of E/E0 were then scaled for the appropriate simulated energy, E0, by
.
Hecht Inverse
A dataset of z and E/E0 values with z = 0.001 mm was created using equation (A.1).
Two values of z in the range 0 to zk may correspond to the same E/E0 value, see Figure A.2. The
maximum of E/E0 was determined and here the dataset was split into sets A and B.
E/E0
0.1

0.4

0.7

0.03

3
0.7

Curve B
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z(mm)

E/E0

zK

EK
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z (mm)

2

0.5
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1

0.00
3
2

A

1

0.1

Curve A

B

0.0
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1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

0
0.0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

E/E0

z(mm)

Figure A.2 Plot of the Hecht relation E(z) and its inverse z(E), left. It was necessary to split z(E) into two
separate curves, labeled A and B, since it is a multi-valued expression, right.
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Hecht Inverse differentiation
Each curve was then differentiated using Origin software. A screen shot of this step is
shown in Figure A.3, left. The resulting differentiated curves are shown in Figure A.3, right.
Curve B
2000

dz/dE

1000

0

Curve A
400
200
0
0.0

0.1

0.9475

0.9500

E/E0

Figure A.3 Screen shot of the differentiation of a curve in Origin 7, left, and the result of differentiating
curves A and B.

Product of dN/dz and dz/dE
A dataset of dN/dz was generated using appropriate the appropriate (E) and expression
for the energy and geometry to be simulated, respectively. The product of this dataset and the
dz/dE dataset was taken. These curves were interpolated to achieve a step size for E/E0 of
, shown in Figure A.4, left. The resulting dN/dE datasets for curves A and B were then
summed and the result is shown in Figure A.4, right.
Curve B
2000

Curves A and B stacked together

1000
2000

0

dN/dE

dz/dE * dN/dz

3000

Curve A
400

1000
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0.1

0.9475

0
0.0 0.1 0.2

0.9500

E/E0

0.9475

0.9500

E/E0

Figure A.4 Plot of the product of dz/dE and dN/dz for each curve, A and B, left. Result of summing curves A
and B at each value of E/E0, right.
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Convolution of dN/dE
The following Gaussian expression was used to convolve the theoretical spectrum:
(A.2)
where the parameter x was given the same step size as E/E0 and centered at zero, x0 = 0. To
convolve using the Origin software, the number of values in the dataset G(x), called the response
dataset, must be an odd number and result in a symmetrical function. A representative curve is
shown in Figure A.5.

1.0
0.8

G(x)

0.6

FWHM
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.15

-0.10

-0.05

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

x
Figure A.5 Representative curve of the convolution kernel used in simulations. To convolve in origin the
response curve must be symmetrical with an odd number of data points. The number of points must be less
than half that of the signal dataset and it is recommended that the total counts be normalized to one to
maintain total counts of the signal dataset.

The response data set must also have fewer than have the number of data points than the signal
dataset. It is recommended that the total of the response dataset be normalized to one so that the
resulting convolved dataset has the same amplitude as the signal dataset. Figure A.6 shows a
screen shot of the convolution step, where the signal and response data set are highlighted when
the „Convolute‟ option is chosen. Note that the signal dataset must be left of the response dataset
in the worksheet.
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Figure A.6 Screen shot of convolution using Origin software. The signal dataset is to the left of the response
dataset in the worksheet and both are highlighted when the ‘Convolute’ option is chosen.

The final step is to scale the E/E0 dataset for the appropriate energy simulated when (E) values
were chosen. The resulting curve is shown in Figure A.7.
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Figure A.7 The final result of the theoretical spectrum convolved for noise, with the energy scaled to simulate
the appropriate value of E0, in this case 120 keV.
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APPENDIX B
FRACTIONS

MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF K X-RAY ESCAPE

The following code was written using Interactive Data Language (IDL) to simulate
escape of characteristic x-rays from the K shells of Cd and Te of a CZT detector. This example
simulates monoenergetic photons incident on a 1 mm square pixel. Chapter 3 gives details about
the equations used for calculations used in the code.
The input energy is chosen by the user in the form of the appropriate attenuation length of
photons for the desired energy in CZT. These values were found taken from NIST. A separate
code was written for each pixel size and orientation, whether square or strip. The pixel size is
taken into account in lines 109 and 111, where dx and dy can be varied according to the desired
size of the pixel. For strip pixels, dy was allowed to vary across the entire length of the detector
in the y-direction. However, the pixel dimensions could easily be incorporated into a single code
and prompt the user for desired pixel shape and size.
The output of the code consists of three data files and one image file. The first data file
contains results of the counters for transmitted and full absorption incident photons as well as
back escape, forward escape, and side escape of characteristic x-rays. These values are also
printed in the program console at the conclusion of the run for immediate confirmation that the
code is running properly. The other two files are the depth profiles for initial interaction of the
incident photon, labeled G, and complete absorption of the incident photon with x-ray escape,
labeled K. These profiles are also plotted by the program and appear immediately upon
completion of the run. The image file is a TIFF file of the position of final x-ray absorption and
also appears in a window once the code is done running. The code simulates 20 million incident
photons and takes only a few minutes to run.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

PROSqrPxl_1mm
N = 20E6
Eo = ''
read, 'Enter energy (keV) of incident photon: ', Eo
t1 = ''
read, 'Enter the attenuation length (um) of incident photon:
angle = ''
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', t1

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

read, 'Enter the angle (degrees) between the incoming photon beam and the
detector surface: ',angle
theta = angle * !PI / 180
;create sets of random numbers
R1 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample
RTeCd = RANDOMU(seed,N)
R2 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample
R3 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample
R4 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample
R5 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample
R6 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample
R7 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample
R8 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample
R9 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
tTe
tCd
L =
b =

interaction length of incoming photon
interaction length of Te K x-ray
cosine of Te K x-ray
azimuthal angle of Te K x-ray
interaction length of Cd K x-ray
cosine of Cd K x-ray
spread in x-direction
spread in y-direction

= 64;attenuation length(um) of Te x-ray in CZT
= 116;attenuation length(um) of Cd x-ray in CZT
3000;detector length(um)
0.1;scaling factor...pixels per micron

S = DBLARR(850,850);array of full absorption position
G = FLTARR(b*L+1) ;position of incident photon initial interaction along
;z-axis
K = FLTARR(b*L+1) ;position of char x-ray absorption along z-axis for
;full absorption
;define counters
transmitted = 0.
kback = 0.
kforward = 0.
kside = 0.
kabsorbed = 0.
;call up table of relative values for initial interaction
;with Cd or Te with respect to energy
file = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Shannon
Fritz\Desktop\MonteCarlo_IDL\IDL\Cd and CdTe ratios.txt'
OPENR, lun, file, /GET_LUN
energy = 0.0
Cd = 0.0
Te = 0.0
rows = file_lines(file)
data = FLTARR(rows,3)
FOR i = 0, rows-1DOBEGIN
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52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

READF, lun, energy, Cd, Te
data[i,0] = energy
data[i,1] = Cd
data[i,2] = Te
ENDFOR
FREE_LUN,lun
data = TRANSPOSE(data)
i = 0
WHILEEoGT data[0,i] DOBEGIN
i += 1
ENDWHILE
Te = data[2,i];probability of initial Te interaction
p = 0.;begin with first incident photon, where 'p' counts photons
WHILE (p LT N) DOBEGIN
z = -t1*SIN(theta)*ALOG(R1[p]) ;interaction position of incident photon
IF (z GE L) THEN transmitted += 1 $
ELSEBEGIN
Lg = b*ROUND(z)
G(Lg) += 1;pixel of primary interaction along z-axis
yTe = 0.
M = 0.
Xcoord1 = 0.
Ycoord1 = 0.
A1 = 0.
IFRTeCd[p] LETeTHENBEGIN
yTe = -tTe*ALOG(R2[p]) ;distance traveled by Te x-ray
M = 2*R3[p] - 1;cosine of angle of Te x-ray
A1 = z + yTe*M
;attenuation depth of Te x-ray along z-axis
IF (A1 LE0) THENkback += 1ELSE $
IF (A1 GE L) THENkforward += 1 $
ELSEBEGIN
Rcoord1 = yTe * SQRT(1-M^2) ;distance Te x-ray traveled
;perpendicular to z-axis
Xcoord1 = b * Rcoord1 * COS(360*R4[p])
Ycoord1 = b * Rcoord1 * SIN(360*R4[p])
ENDELSE
ENDIF
;end of CdTe process
IF (A1 GE0) AND (A1 LT L) THENBEGIN
yCd = -tCd*ALOG(R5[p])
;distance traveled by Cd x-ray
M2 = 2*R6[p] - 1;cosine of angle of Cd x-ray
A2 = z + yTe*M + yCd*M2 ;attenuation depth of Cd x-ray along z-axis
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97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

IF (A2 LE0) THENkback += 1ELSE $
IF (A2 GE L) THENkforward += 1 $
ELSEBEGIN
kabsorbed += 1
Lk = b*ROUND(A2)
K[Lk] = K[Lk] + 1;pixel of full absorption along z-axis
Rcoord2 = yCd * SQRT(1-M2^2) ;distance Cd x-ray traveled
;perpendicular to z-axis
Xcoord2 = Xcoord1 + b * Rcoord2 * COS(360*R7[p])
Ycoord2 = Ycoord1 + b * Rcoord2 * SIN(360*R7[p])
u = 425 + ROUND(Xcoord2) ;center incident beam in x-direction
v = 425 + ROUND(Ycoord2) ;center incident beam in y-direction
dx = -50 + 100*R8[p]
;spread incident beam across pixel in
;x-direction
dy = -50 + 100*R9[p]
;spread incident beam across pixel in
;y-direction
u = u + dx
v = v + dy
IF (u LT850) AND (v LT850) AND $
(u GE0) AND (v GE0) THEN $
S[u,v] += 1ELSE $
kside += 1;side escape
ENDELSE
ENDIF
ENDELSE
p += 1
ENDWHILE
counters = [transmitted, kback, kforward, kabsorbed, kside]
print, '
transmitted
kbackkforwardkabsorbedkside'
print,counters
print,total(S)
openw,unit,'C:\Documents and Settings\Shannon

129 Fritz\Desktop\MonteCarlo_IDL\counters1mm.txt',/GET_LUN
printf,unit,'transmitted','kback','kforward','kabsorbed','kside',

130 counters,FORMAT = '(5A15/,5I8)'

openw,unit,'C:\Documents and Settings\Shannon

131 Fritz\Desktop\MonteCarlo_IDL\G1mm.txt',/GET_LUN
132 printf,unit,G, FORMAT = '(I)'
openw,unit,'C:\Documents and

133 Settings\ShannonFritz\Desktop\MonteCarlo_IDL\K1mm.txt',/GET_LUN
134 printf,unit,K, FORMAT = '(I)'
135 close,/all
136
;check to make sure all incident photons and char x-rays have been

137 counted
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IF (kabsorbed-kside) EQtotal(S) AND (N

138 EQtransmitted+kabsorbed+kback+kforward)$
139 THENprint, 'All photons accounted for' $
140 ELSEprint, 'Some photons are missing!!!'
141
142 ;dispaly depth profile of interactions
143 !P.MULTI = [0,1,2]
144 Plot, G
145 Plot, K
146 WINDOW,1, xpos=0,ypos=0, XSIZE=850, YSIZE=850, TITLE='pixel'
147 tvscl, S,0
WRITE_TIFF,'C:\Documents and Settings\Shannon

148 Fritz\Desktop\MonteCarlo_IDL\S1mm.tif', S,/LONG
149
150 END
Output images:

Figure B.1 Depth attenuation profiles for initial interaction of incident photon (G), top, and final interaction
depth of characteristic x-ray (K), bottom. Note that due to back escape, counts at shallow depth in profile K
are decreased compared to G.
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Figure B.2 Image of intensity of final characteristic x-ray absorption position when beam is uniform over a
square pixel.
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APPENDIX C K BACK ESCAPE FRACTIONS AND CORRECTION OF
X-RAY SPECTRUM
The following codes were written using Interactive Data Language (IDL). There are four
codes total. The first creates tables of back escape fractions for Cd and Te separately. Following
this are two codes that call up 1) attenuation lengths and 2) relative interaction probabilities for
Cd and Te that are retrieved by the first code. The last code corrects input x-ray spectra for
characteristic x-ray escape.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

PROPhotoElectricBackscatter, Eo
N = 10E5
start = SYSTIME(1)
AngArray = [90,30]
stepsize = 1.0
Nenergy = (120-27)/stepsize + 1
EnergyArray = DBLARR(Nenergy)
primary = DBLARR(Nenergy)
primary[*] = N
L = 3000.
FOR i=0,Nenergy-1DOBEGIN
Eo = 27 + i*stepsize
EnergyArray[i] = Eo
ENDFOR
FOR b = 0,1DOBEGIN
angle = AngArray[b]
alpha = angle * !PI / 180
transmitted = DBLARR(Nenergy)
KBackCd = DBLARR(Nenergy)
KBackTe = DBLARR(Nenergy)
KAbsorbed = DBLARR(Nenergy)
FOR j = 0,Nenergy-1DOBEGIN
Eo = EnergyArray[j]
CZTatttablebackscatter, data, Eo, t1 ;retrieve linear attenuation
;coefficient in CZT for Eo
CdandCdTeRatios, Te, Eo;retrieve probability of intitialTe interactions
;vs. initial Cd interaction for Eo
tTe = 64.
tCd = 116.

29
30
31
32 R1 = RANDOMU(seed,N)

;sample interaction length of incoming photon
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

RTeCd = RANDOMU(seed,N);sample probability of initital interaction with Te
R2 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample interaction length of Te K x-ray
R3 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample cosine of Te K x-ray
R4 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample azimuthal angle of Te K x-ray
R5 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample interaction length of Cd K x-ray
R6 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample cosine of Cd K x-ray
R7 = RANDOMU(seed,N)
;sample aziumthal angle of Cd K x-ray
p = 0.
WHILE p LT N DOBEGIN
z = -t1*sin(alpha)*ALOG(R1[p]) ;interaction position of incident photon
IF z GE L THEN transmitted[j] += 1 $
ELSEBEGIN
yTe = 0.
M = 0.
A1 = 0.
IFRTeCd[p] LETeTHENBEGIN
yTe = -tTe*ALOG(R2[p]);distance traveled by Te x-ray
M = 2*R3[p] - 1;cosine of angle of Te x-ray
A1 = z + yTe*M
;attenuation depth of Te x-ray along z-axis
IF A1 LT0THENKBackTe[j] += 1
ENDIF
IF A1 GE0THENBEGIN
yCd = -tCd*ALOG(R5[p])
;distance traveled by Cd x-ray
M2 = 2*R6[p] - 1;cosine of angle of Cd x-ray
A2 = z + yTe*M + yCd*M2;attenuation depth of Cd x-ray along z-axis
IF A2 LE0THENKBackCd[j] += 1ELSEKAbsorbed[j] += 1
ENDIF
ENDELSE;end z condition - transmission
p += 1
ENDWHILE
ENDFOR
;save escape fractions
angstring = string(angle,FORMAT='(I4)')
stepstring = string(stepsize,FORMAT='(4F0/)')
stepstring = STRMID(stepstring, 0, 4)
openw,unit,'C:\Documents and Settings\Shannon
Fritz\Desktop\MonteCarlo_IDL\backscatter\'+angstring+'deg
'+stepstring+'keV steps.txt',/GET_LUN
printf, unit,'Energy', 'Primary', 'Trans', 'KBackCd', 'KBackTe',
'KAbsorbed', $
TRANSPOSE([[EnergyArray], [primary], [transmitted], [KBackCd], [KBackTe],
[KAbsorbed]]), FORMAT = '(6A18/,6F/,6F/,6F/,6F/,6F/,6F)'
close,/all
print,'done with angle',angle
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74
75 ENDFOR
stop = SYSTIME(1)
76
77 print, 'Time for computation is ', (stop - start)/60, ' minutes.'
78 END
The next code retrieves a text file of linear attenuation lengths ( m) of photons for CZT obtained
from the inverse of linear attenuation coefficients taken from NIST data. The text file has two
columns; the first column is energy values in 1 keV steps and the second is the corresponding
attenuation length.
1 PROCZTattTablebackscatter, data, Eo, t1
2
file = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Shannon

3 Fritz\Desktop\MonteCarlo_IDL\backscatter\CZT attcoeff backscatter.txt'
4 OPENR, lun, file, /GET_LUN
e = 0.0;photon energy (keV)
5
t = 0.0;total attenuation length (um)
6
rows = file_lines(file)
7
data = FLTARR(rows,2)
8
FOR
i = 0, rows-1DOBEGIN
9
10 READF, lun, e,t
data[i,0] = e
11
data[i,1] = t
12
13 ENDFOR
14 FREE_LUN,lun
data = TRANSPOSE(data)
15
i = 0
16
17 WHILEEoGT data[0,i] DOBEGIN
i += 1
18
19 ENDWHILE
20 Eo = data[0,i]
21 t1 = data[1,i]
22
23 END
The next code retrieves a text file of relative probabilities of initial interaction of the primary
photon with Cd or Te. The text file has three columns; the first column is energy values with
step size 1 keV and the second and third are the corresponding probabilities of Cd and Te
interactions, respectively. For a given row the sum of the second and third columns is one.
1 PROCdandCdTeRatios, Te, Eo
2
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file = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Shannon

3 Fritz\Desktop\MonteCarlo_IDL\backscatter\ratio Cd and CdTe for
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

backscatter.txt'
OPENR, lun, file, /GET_LUN
energy = 0.0
Cd = 0.0
Te = 0.0
rows = file_lines(file)
data = FLTARR(rows,3)
FOR i = 0, rows-1DOBEGIN
READF, lun, energy, Cd, Te
data[i,0] = energy
data[i,1] = Cd
data[i,2] = Te
ENDFOR
FREE_LUN,lun
data = TRANSPOSE(data)
i = 0
WHILEEoGT data[0,i] DOBEGIN
i += 1
ENDWHILE
Te = data[2,i] ;probability of initial Te interaction
END

The following code was written to correct measured x-ray spectra for back escape of
characteristic x-rays from the front surface of a CZT detector. If the detector dimensions are
such that other escapes types are negligible, i.e. forward and side escape, this code can be used to
accurately correct for characteristic x-ray escape.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

PROKescapeCorrections2
angle = ''
read, 'Enter angle:', angle
detector = ''
read, 'Enter detector (capgrid or planar):', detector
filter = ''
read, 'Enter filter', filter ;filter used in x-ray measurement (acrylic)
stepsize = '1.0'
;retrieve measured x-ray spectrum
measuredresults = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Shannon
Fritz\Desktop\MonteCarlo_IDL\backscatter\corrections\x-ray\'+detector+'
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

CZT '+angle+' deg '+stepsize+'keV steps '+filter+' filter.txt'
OPENR, lun, measuredresults, /GET_LUN
energy = 0.0;photon energy (keV)
counts = 0.0;measured counts for ___kVp,
rows = file_lines(measuredresults)
data = FLTARR(rows,6)
FOR i = 0, rows-1DOBEGIN
READF, lun, energy, one, two, three, four, five
data[i,0] = energy
data[i,1] = one
data[i,2] = two
data[i,3] = three
data[i,4] = four
data[i,5] = five
ENDFOR
FREE_LUN,lun
data = TRANSPOSE(data)
;retrieve back escape fractions for correct incidence angle
escapefractions = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Shannon
Fritz\Desktop\MonteCarlo_IDL\backscatter\corrections\x-ray\escape
fractions '+angle+' deg '+stepsize+'keV steps A.txt'
OPENR, lun, escapefractions, /GET_LUN
energy = 0.0
Cd = 0.0
Te = 0.0
rows = file_lines(escapefractions)
frData = FLTARR(rows,3)
FOR i = 0, rows-1DOBEGIN
READF, lun, energy, Cd, Te
frData[i,0] = energy
frData[i,1] = Cd
frData[i,2] = Te
ENDFOR
FREE_LUN,lun
frData = TRANSPOSE(frData)
Emax = 120
p = 1.
WHILE p LT6DOBEGIN
kVp = p
ARRAY = FLTARR(8,rows)
ARRAY =
[data[0,*],data[kVp,*],data[kVp,*],frData[1,*],frData[2,*],frData[1,*],frD
ata[2,*]]
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55
56 j = rows-1
57 E = ARRAY(0,j)
58
59 WHILE j GT0DOBEGIN
60
ARRAY(2,j) = ARRAY(2,j)/(1 - ARRAY(5,j) - ARRAY(6,j))

61 ;This is Ntrue(Eo) = Nmeas(Eo) / (1 - fCd(Eo) - fTe(Eo))
ARRAY(5,j) = ARRAY(2,j)*ARRAY(3,j)

62 ;This is NCd(Eo) = fCd(Eo) * Ntrue(Eo)
ARRAY(6,j) = ARRAY(2,j)*ARRAY(4,j)

63 ;This is NTe(Eo) = fTe(Eo) * Ntrue(Eo)
64
65
66 k = j - 23/stepsize;ECd = Eo - 23
67 l = j - 27/stepsize;ETe = Eo - 27
68
IF l GE0THEN ARRAY(2,l) = ARRAY(2,l) - ARRAY(6,j)

69 ;This is Nadj(El) = Nmeas(El) - NTe(Eo), now this value will be used to
70
71
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

find Ntrue
IF k GE0THEN ARRAY(2,k) = ARRAY(2,k) - ARRAY(5,j)
;This is Nadj(El) = Nmeas(El) - NCd(Eo), now this value will be used to
find Ntrue
j = j - 1
E = ARRAY(0,j)
ENDWHILE
Energy = string(Emax,FORMAT='(I4)')
openw,unit,'C:\Documents and Settings\Shannon
Fritz\Desktop\MonteCarlo_IDL\backscatter\corrections\'+detector+' CZT
'+Energy+'kVp '+angle+' deg '+stepsize+'keV steps '+filter+'
filter.txt',/GET_LUN
printf, unit,'Energy', 'Nmeasured', 'Ncorrected', 'frCd', 'frTe','NCd',
'NTe', ARRAY, FORMAT = '((7A18/,7F/,7F/,7F/,7F/,7F/,7F))'
close,/all
Emax = Emax - 20
p += 1
ENDWHILE
print,'done!'
END
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